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1. INTRODUCTION

Work on the prediction of unsteady airloads on helicopter rotors has been underway
for several decades, as documented by References 1-8. One motivation for this effort has
been the high level of vibration experienced by rotorcraft in a variety of flight conditions,
much of which is caused by unsteady loading on helicopter main rotors. On the whole, it
can be said the understanding of the dynamic response of rotor blades to aerodynamic
loading is well advanced, while the prediction of the wake-induced velocities that produce
this loading is more uncertain. The prediction of the velocity field induced by the rotor
wake and the wake-induced aerodynamic loads are the primary topics of interest in the
effort described here.

It is axiomatic that the study of helicopter rotor aerodynamics in forward flight is an

exceptionally complex undertaking involving most of the major phenomena being studied
by modem aerodynamicists, e.g., compressible subsonic and transonic flow, viscous drag,
stalled and separated flows, and unsteady aerodynamics. Features of all of these
phenomena should be included in a comprehensive model of rotor aerodynamics.
However, it was not judged desirable to attempt to include the state-of-the-art treatments of
all of these issues within this analysis, since such treatments often involve direct integration
of the primitive equations of fluid mechanics (e.g., the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations)
and so typically require exceptionally large computational capabilities. Such an approach
would have defeated the primary purpose of this effort: the development of an analysis of
rotors in forward flight that not only represents a substantial improvement in the refmement
of rotor wake modeling but is also usable in the near term as a research tool in support of
design efforts in the rotorcraft industry.

As will be made clear in the discussion to follow, the primary technical focus of the

present work has been the implementation of an advanced model of the vortex wake for use
in a general analysis of helicopter rotor aerodynamic loading in forward flight. This model
features a novel discretization of the wake into filamentary vortices representing constant-

strength contours of vorticity in the vortex sheets that trail from each blade. This approach
automatically captures the wake of the full span of the rotor blade and so contains structures
absent from earlier, more simplified models. The new full-span wake model is also
noteworthy in that it eliminates the artificial distinction between vorticity generated by
azimuthal and spanwise changes in the bound circulation on the blade (i.e., between what
is conventionally termed "trailed" and "shed" vorticity) and in that it provides a visually

meaningful representation of the wake.

The wake model itself has been constructed in a sufficiently general fashion to

capture the full semi-infinite wake of the helicopter rotor, and includes efficient and
accurate calculation of far wake effects. The computation of aerodynamic loads in the

presence of the wake-induced flow field is carried out using a vortex lattice model of the
blade. This model is appropriate for rotor calculations because of its potential for refined
treatment of tip effects and wake/blade interaction. In addition, the study of helicopter
blade loading is a classic example of a truly aeroelastic calculation, and so an appropriate
treatment of the dynamics of the rotor blade is particularly important. It was not the
intention of the present effort to break new ground in the analysis of rotor blade dynamics,
so the model developed here includes the implementation of a finite element analysis of
blade structure drawn largely from the existing literature on structural dynamics. The

resulting coupled analysis of vortex wake dynamics, unsteady blade loading, and blade
deformation is suitable for application to isolated rotors in steady forward flight.



Given the focus of the present work, the Computation of Rotor Aerodynamics in

Forward Flight, the complete analysis has been dubbed RotorCRAFT. This report
discusses the fundamental work that was carried out to support the development of the

initial version of RotorCRAFF and documents the model as it currently exists. It opens
with a brief review of background information and literature on the prediction of forward
flight airloads, providing the motivation for the development of the full-span free wake
model that forms the heart of the RotorCRAFT analysis. The following section discusses
the principles of the wake model and the major features of its implementation. Along with
this is a description of the implementation of a new class of vortex wake elements based on

Analytical Numerical Matching (ANM), elements that offer the promise of substantially
increased efficiency with no sacrifice in accuracy relative to the Basic Curved Vortex
Elements (BCVEs) currently implemented in the model.

The subsequent discussion outlines the application of vortex lattice methods to
aerodynamic loadcalculationsand theimplementation of thefiniteelement model of blade

deformation. The remainder of thereportfocuseson describingthesn'uctureand opcration

of RotorCRAFr and its perfommnce in a variety of correlation studies which were aimed at
evaluatingthe code'ssuccessasa computationaltoolfortheanalysisof aerodynamic loads.

The discussion of these results will point out the advantages gained through the application
of full-span wake modeling to rotor loads prediction and will note the features of the
analysis requiring further development.



2. BACKGROUNDON AIRLOAD PREDICTIONSIN FORWARD FLIGHT

Miller (Ref. 1) discussed many of the sources and consequences of vibratory
airloads in helicopters, noting that the higher harmonic components of downwash persist
even in high speed flight, contrary to the trends predicted by models based on uniform
downwash. He also pointed out the importance in capturing wake distortion so as to
properly account for unsteady loading in both low and high speed flight. Scully (Ref. 2)
developed a free wake analysis of the rotor using two free filaments (a rolled-up tip vortex
and a diffuse inboard filament) to model the rotor wake. This distorted wake model
succeeded in capturing certain features of the unsteady loading on rotors in a variety of
flight conditions, though uncertainties about the proper modelling of close blade/wake
interactions precluded accurate prediction of higher harmonic loads. Other broadly similar
wake models have been developed over the last fifteen years (e.g., the work of Egolf and
Landgrebe, Ref. 3, Sadler, Ref. 4, and Johnson, Ref. 5).

The seminal paper of Hooper (Ref. 6) pointed out the inadequacy of these types of
models in predicting the nearly impulsive airloading events that occur in a broad range of
rotor designs, particularly in high speed flight. Hooper considered data for flight
conditions at both low and high advance ratios. He concluded that the major features of
vibratory loads at low forward speed could be predicted using relatively simple models
involving the oblique interaction of blades with straight line vortices. However, the high-
speed cases proved to contain features requiring substantially more advanced modeling
techniques. Hooper showed that several ostensibly dissimilar rotors shared a strikingly
similar loading pattern and that in several cases the higher harmonic airloading was
dominated by a relatively discrete event near the blade tip on the advancing side. During
such interactions the blade experiences a sharp upward, and then downward, load
fluctuation. This up-down pulse, which is clearly an important contributor to the overall
higher harmonic airloading, appeared to be due primarily to aerodynamic interaction with
the wakes produced by previous blades. Hooper also documented the inability of
conventional rotor wake models to compute the behavior observed in the experimental data,
a result suggesting that some aspects of the traditional approach to rotor wake

aerodynamics must be inadequate, at least for the high speed case. Recent work by Miller
(Ref. 7) and Johnson (Ref. 8) has been directed toward repairing some of the shortcomings
in previous single-tip-vortex models.

Any wake model designed to address the issue of higher harmonic airloading must
be sufficiently detailed to capture the important details of the loading experienced by rotor
blades. Figure 2-1 shows that rapid, complicated load variations occur on the advancing

side. Around _ = 90" there is a region of negative load at the tip, and a relatively gradual
spanwise load variation, with the maximum load shifted far inboard. The advancing blade
experiences a rapid decrease in loading as it enters this region and a rapid load increase

upon leaving it. These load variations generate a complex wake field which is encountered
by the following blades. Strong trailed (streamwise) and shed (spanwise) vorticity
components are present in this incident wake field. Vortieity of opposite sign is generated
by the negative loading near the tip of the generating blade, resulting in a negative sign tip
vortex. The usual positive sign tip vortieity is also present but is shifted inboard. Because
of the more gradual radial load variation, there is insufficient time for this positive sign
sheet to completely roll up before encountering the following blades.

Clearly, in view of this loading pattern and its likely source, a new treatment of the
wake is necessary if rotor unsteady airloads are to be adequately predicted. The technical
approach to be described below utilizes a refined analysis of the near wake that extends

3
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beyond the fn'st few interactions with following blades. This analysis predicts the
convective evolution of the actual wake structure, and the approach is based on calculating,

rather than modeling, the actual wake flow field. For this reason, the analysis is designed
to accommodate a rather general description of the wake. The wake structure accounts for
the effects of spatial and temporal load variations on the generating blade. Preliminary
development of these concepts is described in References 9-17, which contain very
promising initial results on the predictions of the vibratory airloading of rotors, as well as
discussion of fundamental tools for rotor wake analysis. The work described in

References 12 and 13, which originated as part of the Boeing Helicopters research

program, was of particular importance in demonstrating the applicability of the general
approach used here to the prediction of rotor airloads in high speed flight.

It is important to note, though, that despite its importance to the prediction of

helicopter vibration, the issue of high frequency airloading cannot be considered in
isolation. The complete aerodynamic load calculation on the rotor - including the coupling
to performance, trim, and blade dynamics calculations - must be considered as a whole.
For this reason, this report goes considerably beyond previous exploratory work and

addresses integrated and low-frequency rotor loading in substantial detail, _ is appropriate
for a general analysis of rotor aerodynamics. Indeed, though Hooper s discussion in
Reference 6 correctly notes that the fundamental mechanisms leading to vibratory loads in
transition flight at low advance ratio have been reliably identified, the predictive capability
of current rotor aerodynamic models in this regime is at best fair, as was made clear by a
comprehensive review paper by Harris (Ref. 18) as well as more focused studies of low-
speed rotor behavior (e.g., Ref. 11). Thus, the discussion that follows will emphasize the
full spectrum of rotor loads calculations and will include correlation studies with rotors in a
broad range of flight conditions, in addition to the high-speed cases described above.



3. FU/.L-SPANFREEWAKE MODELING

This section describes two of the principal computational tools used in the wake
simulations featured in this report: curved vortex elements and the novel full-span wake
model. The application of curved elements is briefly reviewed, followed by a discussion of
the representation used for the complex wakes characteristic of forward flight. The model
described here is based on the same fundamental ideas as the forward flight wake model
outlined in Reference 12, but has been radically altered and extended by several major
subsequent modifications. These modifications, documented in part by References 14 and
15, include the addition of a vortex lattice blade model, a more consistent wake evolution

scheme, implementation of a far wake model, and a coupling to a flexible finite element

structural model, as well as a variety of additional features developed during the current
effort.

In addition, the current wake model takes advantage of recent work by Bliss and
Miller (Refs. 16 and 17) in the development of exceptionally efficient techniques for the
prediction of vortex-induced flow fields in free wake calculations. This work, which

involves the application of a technique known as Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM),
has resulted in the development of methods for the prediction of vortex-induced velocity
fields that are in many ways superior to the curved element model implemented in the
earlier versions of the RotorCRAFF analysis. While not yet sufficiently mature to replace
wake models based on curved elements, the ANM wake model is available as an option
within RotorCRAFF. For completeness, the fundamental features of the entire free wake

flow field model are now briefly reviewed, including discussion of curved vortex elements,
full-span wake modeling, and ANM.

3.1 Curved Vortex Elements in Free Wake Models

The purpose of a free wake analysis is to simulate in detail the actual shape and
motion of the wake of each rotor blade treated as a free vortex flow. The wake is

represented by vortex filaments trailed from the blades, and each trailing filament is
composed of a string of individual vortex elements connected at collocation points. The
velocity field of these individual vortex elements is determined through numerical
evaluation of analytical expressions for the velocity field of these elements. The Biot-
Savart integration for the overall wake velocity field is evaluated numerically by summing

the conu'ibutions of the individual elements. In conventional free wake analyses like that
described in References 10 and 11, the convection of these points over a small time

interval, corresponding to an increment of rotor rotation, is determined at each step given
this velocity field. The vortex elements are then repositioned between the new collocation

point locations and the calculation procedure is repeated. The process can be considered
converged when the results are repeatable from one rotor revolution to the next.

Two types of vortex elements are required to implement a free wake analysis. The
first type of element is used to evaluate the velocity induced at any point in the flow field,
except points on the element itself. Traditionally, straight-line elements have been used for
this purpose (see for example Refs. 2-5). An alternate approach was developed using a
more sophisticated curved element (Refs. 9-11). This element is referred to as the Basic

Curved Vortex Element, or BCVE. A second type of element is used only to evaluate the
velocity induced by the element on itself. This element is called the Self-Induction Vortex
Element, or SIVE. Chnved elements have previously been applied to work on the wakes of

hovering rotors as well as simulations in low- and moderate-speed forward flight (Ref.
11). Reference 10 also contains a discussion of the gains in efficiency and accuracy that



are realized when curved elementsare used in place of straight-line elements. The
documentedsuccessof curvedelementsin wakemodeling is an important facet of the
forwardflight wakemodeldescribedin thisreport.

Figure3-1showsa typicalBCVE, depictingthelocalcoordinatesystemassociated
with it aswell asits parabolicshape.For suchaparabolicshape,thefunctionalform of the
Biot-Savartlaw thatis integratedoverits lengthto computethevelocity field is suchthatit
canbesolvedanalytically;thiscircumstancepermitsaveryfavorabletradeoffto bemadein
accuracyandcomputationtime whencalculationsusing BCVEs arecomparedto ones
involving straightline elements.Figure3-2ashowsseveralmethodsfor joining BCVEs
togetherto form thecontinuousvortexfilamentsthatare the building blocks of most current
Lagrangian free wake models. At present, the "interpolated point" method is used, and the
geometry of the filaments at any instant is determined by passing overlapping arcs between
the existing collocation points. Also evident in Figure 3-2b is the circular arc SIVE that
computes the velocity field in the immediate vicinity of the collocation points themselves.
The construction of vortex filaments using BCVEs and SIVEs is discussed in detail in
Reference 10.

3.2 Representation of Full-Span Wakes

This section outlines the full-span wake model that forms the heart of the
RotorCRAFT analysis. As discussed in Section 2, a complex wake model is needed in
forward flight since the time-varying loading experienced by rotor blades generates both
trailed and shed vorticity components in the wake. For reference, note the typical
experimental result for aerodynamic load variations that are experienced by a rotor blade in
high speed flight as shown in Figure 2-1. An idealized sequence of advancing side load
distributions containing this behavior is sketched in Figure 3-3. A corresponding sequence
of bound circulation distributions would exhibit similar behavior. Spanwise variations in
the bound circulation are responsible for the "trailed" component of wake vorticity and
temporal (Le, azimuthal) variations are responsible for the "shed" component.

Assume that the bound circulation distribution along the span of the rotor at any

azimuth angle _ can be represented as F(r,_), where r is the radial distance along the blade

span. The wake that trails from the blade consists of a continuous sheet of vorficity whose

strength as it leaves the blade is _r,_). The vorticity in the wake is a vector quantity, and

can be represented by

--yx l+yyJ (3.1)

where x and y are defined parallel to the span and to the chord of the blade, respectively.
The intensity of each component of vorticity is related to the bound circulation by

(3.2)

and

-_r(r,v)

_/Y= _r (3.3)



q=UI+VJ+W

(x,y,z)

Figure 3-1. Geometry for the Biot-Savart integration over a parabolic arc.
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while themagnitudeof the vector is determined by

(3.4)

Note that the strength of the wake sheet may be zero and that each component may reverse
sign depending on the strength and rate of change (spatial or temporal) of the bound
circulation.

Figure 3-4 shows the idealized wake vorticity field corresponding to the load
variations in Figure 3-3. The wake here is shown in terms of contours of constant sheet

strength, i.e. lines of constant y are depicted. (Note that for the current discussion, the
distortion of sheet due to wake on wake interaction is ignored and the wake is assumed to

lie in a plane; this situation is well approximated by a rotor in high speed forward flight).
Clearly, only a finite number of contour lines are used in this figure, though a continuum of

lines are in fact required to completely represent the wake sheet. Because increments in
are constant between each contour line, the amount of circulation contained between any
two contour lines on the sheet is constant. This circulation is related to the bound
circulation on the blade as follows:

r+Ar
AF = y(r,_) dr = F(r+Ar,_) - F(r, V)

(3.5)

The contour lines may come together to form a closed loop, but other than this the total
circulation between any two lines will remain constant throughout the wake.

One consequence of this is that if the origination points of contour hnes (denoted
"release points" in the discussion below) are spaced radially along the blade corresponding
to fixed increments in bound circulation, then the radial distance between the contour lines

will be a direct measure of the gradient in bound circulation along the blade. That is, since

AF is a constant, the approximate relationship

8l-'(r,_) = _F

_r Ar(r,_) (3.6)

means that filament spacing will be inversely proportional to spanwise circulation gradient.

(Here, Ar is the radial spacing between contour lines as they leave the blade.) Thus,
contour lines will be tightly spaced in the radial direction where gradients of bound

circulation are high, as is typically true near the blade tip at most azimuth angles. As Figure
3-3 makes clear, however, realistic blade load variations do not always produce large

bound circulation gradients near the blade tips. Gradients are often shallow at the
advancing tip in high speed flight, and so the wake may take on a more sheetlike character,
rather than rolling up into a concentrated tip vortex. Conversely, bound circulation
gradients may not always be shallow in certain regions. Note in particular that the radial
gradients near the blade root may be relatively large compared to the weak gradients

typically seen in the inboard loading distribution of hovering rotors. Thus, unlike the
diffuse inboard wakes usually present on rotors in hover, concentrated vortical structures

may be present trailing from the root region on rotors in high speed flight.

11
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Notethatthetangentto thecontourline at any point determines the direction of the

local vorticity vector _ Often, the terms "trailed" and "shed" vorticity are used in
describing the wake, the former to denote vorticity trailed due to spatial (radial) gradients in
bound circulation and the latter to denote vorticity due to temporal (azimuthal) gradients.
As should be clear from the discussion to this point, these two quantifies are in fact

.=_

components of the resultant vector _/ . Clearly, it is desirable to employ a wake
discretization that removes the artificial distinction between these two quantifies and treats

the vector vorticity field in a unified manner.

In principle, one could achieve this end by discretizing the wake into continuous
sheet elements, but this has proved awkward in the past (Ref. 2); curved sheet elements
that could smoothly capture the distortion of the wake sheet are computationally inefficient,
while simpler fiat sheet elements tend to develop kinks and gaps. Another possible

representation of the wake sheet is a lattice of discrete shed and trailed vortex elements (see,
for example, Ref. 4) as shown in Figure 3-5. This lattice is typically constructed by
trailing mutually perpendicular straight line vortex elements from the blade, elements
parallel to the blade span to account for the x component of vorticity, while elements
perpendicular to the span capture the y component. The trailing components have an

azimuthal extent of AV, while the length of the shed components is determined by the radial

spacing of the vortex lattices on the blade. This approach has been used previously to
calculate the near wake downwash on the generating blade (Refs. 4, 19, and 20). By
extending the lattice far enough downstream, the wake interaction with subsequent blades
can also be simulated. In fact, a lattice representation using curved vortex elements could
be considered for use in a free wake treatment. However, in a free wake analysis this

approach seems unnatural, in part because it preserves the artificial distinction between
shed and trailed vorticity noted above. In addition, the effect of discretized shed
components on the roll-up of the trailed components is open to question.

A wake model built on the contours of constant wake vorticity is preferable.

Several interesting features of the wake vorticity field are apparent, in addition to those
already cited. First, note that the radial location of the release points of the constant contour
lines changes in accordance with the varying bound circulation distribution. Also, consider
the path of the "zero contour" line that trails from the locations of the maximum values of
bound circulation at each azimuth (the locus of these maxima are shown with a dashed line

in Figure 3-4). When the magnitude of this maximum value changes by an amount larger

than the increment of circulation AF between the contour lines, the lines on either side of

this maximum line must come together to form loops. The loops across the maximum line

in Figure 3-4 are a consequence of decrease and subsequent increase in the maximum load
(and bound circulation) sketched in Figure 3-3.

As well as forming on either side of the line of local maxima on the rotor blade,
loops may form around local minima as well. Consider the loading pattern sketched in
Figure 3-3. There, the negative bound circulation that appears and then disappears near the
tip leads to the formation of the set of elongated closed contours seen in the tip region in

Figure 3-4. The number of loops is roughly

Nloop _- _-_
(3.7)
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Figure 3-5. Modeling the trailed and sheet vorticity by a lattice
of vortex elements.
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The precise integral numberof loops trailing from this tip region will of course be a
functionof thediscretenessof thecontourrepresentation.

Thediscussionto thispoint hasfocusedon thequalitativebehaviorof vortex sheet
strengthcontourstrailing from the blade,but hasnot explicitly defined a method for
carryingoutpracticalwakecalculations.Thefirst stepin motivatingthismodelis to recall
thatthecontourlinescanin factbe treatedasvortexfilaments. Thenaturalstepto takein
representingthewake is thusto lay downcurvedvortex elementsalong the contoursof
constantwake strength,asshownin Figure 3-6. To conservecirculation in the wake,
thesefilamentsareassumedto containall of theroUed-upvorticity trailedbetweenadjacent
releasepoints. This meansthatall of thefilamentswill haveequal strengthAF, andthe
filamentshaveconstantstrengthalongtheirlength.

Theshedandtrailedvorticity is thusaccountedfor by the fact that the direction of
the tangent vector to the resultant elements changes continuously even though the strength
of each filament is constant. Using this approach, on the average only half as many
elements are required as in the straight-line lattice method, where the local vorticity vector is

represented by two discrete straight elements. Thus, the use of curved elements means that
fewer, relatively large elements can be used to accurately represent the contour shapes.
These factors give the full-span free wake model based on curved vortex elements a
substantial advantage in efficiency relative to the lattice approach; since the model requires

roughly half the number of elements, the number of operations required to compute the
wake-on-wake velocity field will be reduced by approximately a factor of four. Previous
work described in Reference 10 has indicated that the ratio of execution time for wake

models using curved or straight vortex elements is

T._.cc= 3.3 [Nct 2
Ts _Ns/ (3.8)

The factor of 3.3 used here was determined by numerical experiments to be the ratio of
execution time of BCVEs to straight elements (Ref. 10). Clearly, since a single curved

element can replace two straight elements, a constant-contour, full-span wake using curved
elements will be more efficient than the straight-line lattice approach since the reduction in

the number of elements outweighs the increased computation time required by BCVEs.

As noted above, by choosing each contour filament to be of equal strength the
filaments are closely spaced in regions of high circulation, and are widely spaced in regions
where the circulation is low. This relationship between filament spacing and sheet

strength, and the fact that the filaments follow the actual vortex lines, means that the
structure and relative strength of the wake can be seen visually. Since the computational

filaments are aligned along the true vortex lines in the wake, this seems to be the most
natural and accurate representation of the wake. Also, because the "shed" cross-fflaments

present in the lattice model are eliminated, an additional discretization along the wake length
is not needed and the potential problems of handling these cross-filaments in a free wake

representation are avoided.

Once the wake is laid out, the analysis proceeds much as the tip vortex analysis
described in Reference 10, except that multiple filaments are trailed from each blade. This
inclusion of the wake trailing from the full span of the rotor blade gives this method its
most concise and descriptive names, and moreover is one of the most important features of

the new model developed here. Subsequent calculations will show the important role

played by the wake of the inboard portion of the blade. In addition, this full-span approach
naturally allows for the appearance, evolution, and disappearance of the wake of opposite-
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Figure 3-6. Modeling the wake structure with curved vortex
elements.
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sign circulation zones; such zones are very often present near the advancing tip of
conventional rotors (as well as on highly twisted blades - such as tiltrotor blades - in
transition flight) and are often critical to the correct handling of wake-induced velocities.

While offering superior efficiency and resolution of the wake structure, this new
full-span wake approach does introduce certain differences and difficulties. Two new
features of the wake representation that must be addressed are the formation of loops in the
wake and the spanwise variation in filament release points as the blade rotates. Handling
both of these features requires careful treatment of the numerical logic involved in filament
generation and amalgamation.

In its current form, the analysis starts with an estimate of the spanwise bound
circulation distribution at a set of azimuthal locations. This distribution can be calculated

from a loads analysis, using a simple inflow model, such as the skewed, prescribed
downwash of the Drees model described in Reference 21 (see Section 6 for a more detailed

discussion of the initialization and operation of the analysis). Typically, the bound
circulation is calculated at fixed spanwise stations. The spanwise release points for the
individual discrete filaments are found by linear interpolation between these fixed spanwise
calculation points. This must be done at each azimuthal station since the circulation
distribution changes. Not only do the release points shift along the blade span but some of
them also disappear and reappear as the maximum circulation decreases and increases.
This disappearance and reappearance corresponds to the formation of loops in the wake.

In the initial versions of this forward flight analysis (i.e., prior to the work of Ref.
14) the bound circulation distribution was assumed to be fixed and did not evolve along

with the wake geometry. As of the the publication of Reference 15, the restriction on blade
circulation had been removed, though at that time a simple blade dynamics model was in
place that precluded fully realistic load calculations. In the current procedure, the free wake
evolution provides an updated inflow distribution which is used as input to the vortex
lattice model to generate a new bound circulation distribution. This allows a new set of
release points to be calculated for further free wake calculations that update the blade

loading. An interior iteration is required to find a blade dynamics and trim solution that is
consistent with this blade loading. This will be discussed later, along with details of the
finite element structural deformation analysis that has been implemented to allow a more
complete description of the blade motion.

3.2.1 Wake Structure

The wake is divided into four distinct zones, as sketched in Figure 3-7 (note that the
vertical dimension is expanded by a factor of 3:1 in this figure). In Zone 1, filaments trail
from the inboard ('positive') circulation distribution; no filaments are trailed from any
inboard reverse flow region. Zone 2 filaments trail from the outboard, negative circulation
distribution, if one exists at the azimuth in question. Zone 3 is a varying strength vortex
pair that represents the circulation downstream of Zone 1, beginning at the end of Zone 1

filaments and extending a specified azimuthal distance downstream. Zone 4 is the same as
Zone 3 except that it captures Zone 2 circulation; this zone is rarely important, but is
included for completeness.

The Filaments in Zone 1 are constant in strength along their length and, moreover,
the strength of each filament is equal. Varying circulation strength in the Zone 1 wake is
accounted for by increasing and decreasing the number of Filaments present, not by

increasing and decreasing their strength. For example, if Zone 1 filaments have a
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Figure 3-7. Three-view of wake structure trailing from one blade of a
four-bladed rotor at advance ratio 0.35 .
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circulationstrengthof20 ft2/sccand thereisa maximum of I00 ft2/secof circulationin the

bound circulationwithin Zone I at a particularazimuth, thcn there will be ten Zone I

filamentspresent at thisazimuth, fivewith a strengthof -20 ft2/sccand five with +20

ft2/scc.Even ifthe user selected12 filamentsforZone I as input,therewillstillonly be

10 atthisazimuth. The othertwo willappearatazimuths thathave greatercirculation.

At present,a fixedassumption of thewake layoutlogicisthattheradialdismbufion

of bound circulationconsistsof a positivelyloadedregioninboard,with thepossibilityof a

negativelyloaded zone near the tipatsome azimuthal stations.Zone 2 filamentswillbe
createdand deletedinthe same manner as Zone I forthoseazimuths atwhich negativetip

loading ispresent.Using thisapproach for both zones,the f'llamcntsrepresentcontours of

constantvorticitystrengthin thewake. This procedure could be extended to accommodate

more thantwo zones,but itwas judged thatthepresentarrangement covered a sufficiently

broad range of realisticrotoroperatingconditionsforcurrentpurposes.

Unlike Zone 1 and Zone 2 filaments,the strengthof Zone 3 and Zone 4 filaments

vary around the azimuth. Zone 3 containsone varying-strengthvortexpair.The strength

of theZone 3 filamentsateach locationisequal tothemaximum circulationatthatlocation.

For the example above, the two Zone 3 fdaments would have strengthsof ±100 ft21secat

an azimuthal locationwith a peak circulationof 100 ft2/scc.Zone 4 operatesin the same

manner forthe negativetipdistributionifitispresent.

The filament strengths themselves are determined in the following manner. After an
initial estimate of the blade motion has been made (see below), the circulation on the blade

as a function of radial position is known at each azimuth. The strength of Zone 1 fdaments
is then set so that they can account for the maximum circulation that will occur at any

azimuth. For example, if the maximum circulation at any azimuth is I00 ft2/sec and the

user has selected 12 Zone 1 filaments (six will be positive and six negative), then the

strength of each filament will be ±(1.2)(100)/(6) = ±20 ft2/sec. The factor of 1.2 is

introduced to allow for the possibility that the peak circulation will grow as the calculation
progresses; lower peak circulations will be automatically accommodated by vanishing
filaments and by the formation of vortex loops. This 20% "safety margin" has proved
adequate for nearly all calculations to date. Thus, as the solution evolves, this will be

enough circulation to account for a peak circulation of up to 120 ft2/sec. However, if after

subsequent evolution of the wake-induced velocity and the blade motion the circulation

increases above 120 ft2/sec then the filament strengths are increased to compensate.

Convergence of the wake solution is usually retarded (but not precluded) if such a change
in filament strengths occurs. The same procedure is used to determine the f'flament
strengths of Zone 2 filaments based on the (algebraic) minimum negative circulation peak
outboard of the inboard circulation peak. The 'outboard' stipulation effectively eliminates
the reverse flow region from the analysis.

In general, then, the strength of the filaments trailing from Zone 1 will be

F1 -
1.2

0.5 Nit (3.9)

where Nlf is the maximum number of filaments to be wailed from Zone 1, and F(r,_t) is the

bound circulation distribution within this zone. (Note that the factor of 0.5 is added since
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the total number of filaments that may be trailed from Zone I wiU include an equal number

of vortices of opposite sign.) The strength of Zone 2 filaments is determined in exactly the
same way. Unlike the filaments in Zones 1 and 2, the Zone 3 and 4 filaments vary in
strength along their length. The strength of the Zone 3 filaments at an azimuthal location

¥0 is

1"3(,o)= + max(r(r,vo)) (3.10)

That is, the Zone 3 filament circulation is set at the maximum value for the bound

circulation at the azimuth at which the element was trailed. The circulation strength of the
Zone 3 trailers will thus vary around the azimuth; the curved elements within this zone are
assumed m vary in strength linearly over their length. The Zone 4 filament strength is
defined in an analogous manner. The determination of the vortex strength is, of course,
only one part of the wake layout procedure; the specification of vortex release points is
addressed in the next section.

3.2.2 Filament Release Points

Filament release points are the points on the blade from which the vortex filaments

are released into the wake to account for the vorticity trailed from the blade. OLrrenfly
filaments are released fi'om the wailing edge of the blade at radial locations that are based on
the circulation on the blade and the strength of the filaments. (As will be described later,
special provision is made for a so-called 'overlap near wake' that smooths the flow field
generated by the vortices in the near wake). Release points vary from azimuth to azimuth
because of the temporal variation in bound circulation.

The general formulation for the positioning of release points iUustrated can be
expressed as follows. Denote the circulation distribution along a blade at a particular

azimuth angle _ as F(r), the vortex sheet trailed into the wake has strength -dF(r)/dr.

Assume for the purposes of discussion that F(r) is positive across the domain of interest,

so that it corresponds to Zone I of the rotor blade; the discussion to follow applies equally
well to Zone 2, except that the sign of the bound circulation and the circulation in the wake
are reversed. Assume also that we examine an interval ra < r < rb such that

F(rb)-r(r.)= rl (3.1I)

where FI is a specified value of circulation. F1 will be the net circulation around the wake

trailed from this region. If the interval bounded by r, and rb is sufficiently small, then F(r)

can be assumed to vary linearly within it. In this case, the centroid of the trailing vorticity
will be

r _ dr = (rb+ ra)

r(rb) dr

(3.12)

Moreover, assuming a linear distribution of F over this interval implies that
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F(_-) = F(ra) + F(rb)
2 (3.13)

Thus, if the vortex sheet trailing from the interval ra < r < rb is replaced by a single vortex

filament of strength 1"1, it should be released from the radial location f to ensure that both

circulation and the first moment of vorticity are conserved; the release point should coincide
with the radial location of the mean circulation over the interval.

Figure 3-8 shows a schematic of the release point selection for a representative case

that illustrates this procedure at work. This case features eight filaments of strength F1

trailing from Zone 1, while four of strength I"2 trail from Zone 2. (Note that 1"2 is not in

general equal to F1). The maximum bound circulation here is 3.5F1. Release points are

located at the radial locations along the blade where the circulation strength is 0.5F1, 1.5F1,

2.5F1, and 3.5F1. There are eight release points in all, four on the side of increasing

circulation for the negative strength filament trailers and four on the side of decreasing

circulation (at positions corresponding to 3.5F1, 2.5F1, 1.5F1, and 0.5F1) for the positive

strength filament trailers. The net circulation trailed into the wake is always zero. On the

scale shown in Figure 3-8, 1"2 is half the value of F1, so only two trailers will be released

on either side of the negative peak circulation in Zone 2.

In practice, the release point is computed by finding the radial locations at which the

bound circulation reaches levels that bound the half-integral multiples of 1"1 (i.e., 0.5F1,

1.51"1, etc.) and then linear interpolation is used to defined the point inside the interval

where the release is to take place. Consider for example the release of the nth filament from
the inboard side of the Zone 1 circulation distribution. The bound circulation is in general

known at a discrete number of radial positions; assume that two stations ra and rb have been

identified such that F(ra) < (n + 0.5)F1 < F(rb). Then, the nth release point (rv)n is

(r,), = ra + [ (n+0.5)rl - r(r,)] (rb- ra )
(r(rb) - r(r,)) (3.14)

For those special cases at the edges of the Zone, the lower bound is taken to be the point at
which the bound circulation passes through zero.

As is noted above, this procedure was developed assuming that the bound
circulation distribution was piecewise linear, and for good accuracy it is advisable to use a
sufficient number of filaments along the span so that this condition is approximated

reasonably well. The consequences of using too few filaments are clear from the simple

case illustrated in Figure 3-8, since, for example, four trailers with a total of 4.0F1 of

circulation strength are trailed from Zone 1, which actually contains a peak circulation of

3.5FI. This discrepancy is clearly related to the use of a relatively small number of trailers,
and will vanish as the number of trailers is increased.

Although only a single azimuth station (denoted time step n) is shown in Figure 3-
8, the figure nonetheless suggests the mechanism by which filament loops are formed. The
loop in the wake of Zone 1 indicates that at time step n-1 ten vortex filaments were trailing
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Figure 3-8. Radial bound circulation distribution for a rotor with positive
and negative circulation zones, showing the release points of
trailing wake filaments.

F 1 = filament strength in zone 1

F 2 = filament strength in zone 2
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from thisportionof theblade,andthusthepeakboundcirculationwasin excessof 4.5F1.
Thedecreaseof thepeakvalueto level shownin thefigure attime stepn hascausedtwo
releasepointsto disappearandhasthuspromptedtheformationof a filament loop in the
wake. Conversely,the structureof the wake of Zone 2 in this figure showsthat two
releasepoints appeared at time step n-l, indicating that the negative peak circulation passed

through -1.5F2 during this interval, leading to the opening rather than the closing of a loop.

It is possible that a release point location will appear more than twice along the span
if the circulation distribution does not increase and then decrease monotonically (i.e., if

there are local maxima or minima within the zone). The current analysis was tailored for

the case of a bound circulation distribution with a single positive peak and a possible
negative peak outboard, and so ignores these variations. Release points are determined by
moving outboard from the root of Zone 1 for the side of increasing circulation and moving
inboard from the tip of Zone 1 for the side of decreasing circulation. In this way, no
release points will be assigned to small 'dips' in the middle of the distribution if they exist.
The current programming logic could be extended to take account of such features, but this
was not judged to be necessary in the present effort (though this may ultimately be

necessary to model fully general load distributions on rotors). Zone 2 release points are
done in a manner exactly analogous to Zone 1.

Zone 3 release points do not occur at the blade, but rather at the downstream end of
Zone 1 filaments. As discussed above, Zone 3 has two filaments of opposite sign whose

magnitude at any azimuth is set by the maximum circulation strength at that azimuth. All
the circulation in the wake is rolled up into these two trailing f'daments, which are assumed
to be filaments with linearly varying vortex strength. In rolling up the full-span free wake

in Zones 1 and 2 to form the varying-strength trailers in Zones 3 and 4, the leading points
in the rolled-up filaments (sometimes denoted "free wake extensions in the discussion that
follows) are placed at the mean of the distribution of vorticity formed by the downstream
ends of the full-span wake filaments. Since all of the endpoints of the Zone 1 trailers
should be nearly coplanar, the point representing the mean will lie within this same plane.
The root filament of Zone 1 is formed from the amalgamation of the filaments trailing from
the inboard half of this Zone. This Zone 3 root filament will start at a point defined by

Nl_..kf N1.....tf Nl_..i

2 2 2

= _2_ [Xv(VO)]k y = _2_ [yv(¥o)]k i =Nlf
N_f _- N:f

(3.15)

Here, xv, y,,, and z_ denote the position of the endpoint of the kth trailing vortex from Zone

1; V0 is the azimuth angle at which the Zone 1 wake terminates. This procedure is repeated
for filaments indexed fNlf/2 +l)to Nlf to form the rolled-up tip filament in Zone 3. Exactly

analogous procedures are used to define the starting point of the filaments in Zone 4.

Though this transition to a rolled-up wake can be abrupt in some cases, the flow
field experienced by the rotor blades will not be adversely affected if the region of the wake
using the full-span trailing filaments is long enough to move the transition point one to two
rotor radii from the disk. This is easily accomplished in high speed flight, since the wake

is in general convected rapidly downstream of the rotor. Low speed cases will feature
closer interaction of Zone 3 with the rotor, but here the wake filaments from Zone 1 - the

tip filaments in particular - should already be tightly concentrated by the point where the
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transition to Zone 3 takes place. The role and formulation of the wake model in Zones 3
and 4 is discussed further in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Wake-Induced Velocity Calculations

As the blade rotates, the filament points move from their release points due to
contributions from the convection of the free stream, the velocity induced by the vorticity in
the wake, and induced velocity from the circulation on the blade. At present, two options
are available for treating wake-on-wake interactions in the analysis: allowing such
interactions to include the velocity induced by wakes trailed from other blades or to include
only the velocity induced by the wake of a given blade on itself. The former is more
consistent with the spirit of true free wake analysis, and is the preferred approach at low
and moderate forward speeds where wake distortion is very pronounced. The latter, more
simplified case is computationally more efficient and is often an adequate approximation for
high speed cases.

In either case, the rotor blades experience the velocity field induced by the full rotor
wake. As will be described in the next section, a vortex lattice analysis is used to compute
the loads on the rotor blade. The velocity induced by the vortex wake BCVE's at the
control points within the lattice of vortex quadrilaterals are stored for use in the blade loads
calculations (see Section 4). The computation of the wake influence at each of the edges of
the vortex lattice is a computationally demanding task ff high lattice density is used, and so
certain simplifications are invoked, taking advantage of the results of substantial numerical
experimentation. If the distance from the BCVE midpoint to the quad control point is
greater than five times distance from the edge midpoint to the control point, then the wake-
on-blade velocity calculation at that particular edge is bypassed and the velocity at the edge
midpoint in question is set equal to the velocity at the control point of the quadrilateral.

A topic of special interest is the computation of the velocity induced by the near
wake immediately downstream of the generating blade. The basic model used here involves
the replacement of the curved vortex elements that are trailed from the blade with an
'overlap region' that produces a smooth flow field at the blade surface. The wake in the
overlap region consists of extensions of the bound trailers that leave the blade and are
trailed downstream. The two principal options that exist within the current analysis allow
the overlap to consist either of straight trailers that are rigidly fixed parallel to the chord line
of the blade or of trailers that move in accordance with the local free stream velocity.
Figure 3-9 illustrates a typical configuration of near-wake trailers at four azimuth locations
for a rotor at advance ratio 0.4. The change in orientation of the trailers around the azimuth
reflects the varying orientation of the effective local free stream. In addition to the
alterations in the near wake, a special treatment of the vortex wafters in the overlap region is
made in the case of highly yawed flow to correct for tip loads, as will be discussed in
Section 4. The technical substance of the overlap model and the model problems carried
out to validate it will also be discussed at that point.

In the current overlap model the azimuthal extent of the overlap region may be
specified. The overlap is only applied to the wake trailing from the generating blade, i.e.
only points of evaluation on the generating blade 'see' the straight trailers in the overlap
region. All points of evaluation in the wake or on other blades experience the flow field
induced by the full free wake. To an observer on the generating blade itself, the free wake
of filamentary trailers begins at the downstream end of the straight trailers; this has the
desired effect of smoothing out the discreteness that would otherwise be present if the
curved filaments began directly at the trailing edge of the blade.
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3.2.4 Vortex Core Modeling and Self-Induction Cutoff Distance Selection

As with all Lagrangian wake models incorporating vortex filaments, a vortex core is
required to remove singularities from the flow field. Previous investigations (e.g., Refs.
2, 3, and 8) found that load calculations are sensitive to the particular core size chosen.
One of the objectives in formulating the current model was to remove as much of this
sensitivity as possible. As long as core radius parameters exist within wake calculations, it
will be possible to 'dial' or adjust the predicted loads. The discussion that follows is
directed at outlining the approach that was taken here to implement a treatment of the vortex
core that constitutes a reasonable step towards reducing the modeling role of vortex
filament cores.

It is important to appreciate that the full-span free wake model itself contributes
substantially to the aim of weakening the modeling role of the core. Alternative models,
such as using single free tip filaments, must of necessity use adjustments in the core size to
capture flow field effects which are in fact attributable to spanwise and azimuthal loading
changes. Since such changes are automatically captured with the current full-span wake
analysis, one possible ambiguity has been removed. However, since filamentary vortices
are in fact still used, some effective core structure must be imposed to remove the flow field
singularities associated with line vortices. The core model used here is the one originally
proposed by ScuUy (Ref. 2); the swirl velocity profile is

Vo = .F- r
2_ r2+r2

(3.16)

This constitutes an 'algebraic' core model, which retains half of the vorticity associated
with the vortex inside the core radius rc and leaves half outside. ScuHy notes that this swirl
velocity .profile has considerable experimental substantiation. Also, this particular core
structure _s a convenient choice for the implementation of vortex elements based on ANM,
as discussed below.

The issue of the selection of the core radius itself remains. Currently the core radii
vary from filament to filament and along filaments from azimuth to azimuth. In keeping
with the spirit of the discretization of the wake, which places curved filaments on contour
lines of constant strength of the wake sheet trailing from each blade, the local core radius is
based on the distance between vortex release points at each azimuth. The core radius
becomes the average distance to the neighboring release points on either side (at a given
azimuth) with special cases at the root, tip and center of each zone. That is, for filaments
numbered n-l, n, and n+l trailed within Zone 1 or Zone 2, the core size of filament n is
computed as

(r¢)n--((r_)n- (r_)..1)+((r_)_+1-(r_)_)
2 (3.17)

At the center, averages are taken between the nearest filament and the maximum circulation

line. At the root and the tip, averages are taken using the distance to the blade cutout,
blade tip, or the boundary between Zones 1 and 2.

In the current analysis, bounds can be placed on the core size and, if desired,
particular core radii can be chosen for each filament. Numerical experimentation has
shown that the rotor loading still shows substantial sensitivity ff core sizes are adjusted
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arbitrarily. However, the primary mode of operation for the correlation runs discussed
below was to allow the core radius assigned to each filament to adjust itself to local
conditions as outlined above. It is judged that this approach is consistent with the overall

aim of removing as much arbitrariness as possible from the analysis of rotor airloads.

In addition to selecting the core properties of the wake filaments, the analysis must
also compute an appropriate choice for the cutoff distance associated with the self-inducton
velocity generated by each filament. The vortex filament dynamics are currently analyzed
by integrating the Biot-Savart law over the vortex filaments. This integration is done
numerically in the present analysis by breaking the filaments up into simpler vortex
elements (BCVE's in this case) whose integrations can be done in closed form, and
summing all the element contributions. If a finite-strength vortex filament of infinitesimal
cross-section is used, then the Biot-Savart integration is logarithmically singular when the
point of evaluation is placed on the curved filament itself. This logarithmic singularity of

self-induced velocity is associated with the local curvature of the filament at the point of
evaluation. This problem is avoided by stopping the integral at a cut-off distance on either
side of the point of evaluation. This approach is handled by a special self-induction vortex
element called the SIVE.

Typically, the choice of cut-off distance for a vortex trailing from a wing or rotor
blade is obtained from an asymptotic analysis that give results in term of local core size
(length scale) and the net swirl and kinetic energy content of the vortex core that must
actually exist at the center of the filament, The energy content and core size can be obtained
from a detailed knowledge of core structure or, in the case of a tip vortex, by a knowledge

of the blade load distribution using a recently developed method (Ref. 22). The latter
approach was used in recent work on the prediction of hovering rotor wake geometry and
performance (Ref. 23).

The self-induced velocity for the filaments in the current analysis is also handled by
a cut-off distance approach, but in this case the cut-off distance is based on the fact that the
filaments represent a vortex sheet. It can be shown that a curved segment of the vortex
sheet experiences a self-induced velocity, similar in principle to that experienced by a
vortex core. A planar, constant strength curved vortex sheet can be shown to have a cut-

off distance equal to half the sheet width. The velocity computed using the SIVE element
and this cut-off distance applies at the center of the sheet. If the sheet cross-section is
rotated 90", as if the sheet now lies on a cylindrical surface, then there is a change in the
cut-off distance. However, the logarithmic dependence in the SIVE formula makes this
change insignificant. Therefore, in the analysis, the half-width cut-off distance formula is
used as the default choice for all filaments, though other choices can be imposed if desired.

3.3 Far Wake Modeling

The full-span wake described above could in principle be used to discretize the
entire rotor wake, but this would be computationally inefficient. Typically three or more
full revolutions of free wake are required to obtain an adequate model of wake distortion,
while a full semi-inf'mite wake is rigorously necessary to capture the complete wake-
induced velocity field. The high-resolution full-span wake model is required only for the
regions where wake-on-blade interactions or careful treatment of wake roll-up is necessary.
(For present purposes, the flow field induced on the rotor itself is the primary concern,
while in other applications - e.g., the computation of wake-induced flow fields at the tail
rotor or empennage - a larger region of full-span wake may be required). Beyond such
regions, a simplified model is appropriate, and the discussion above has given some
indication of its form. The approach taken is to amalgamate like-sign vorticity trailing from
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eachof thewakefilarncnt zones into single, freely distorting tip and root filaments. As
long as this amalgamation (s_ Figure 3-7) takes place reasonably far downstream of the
rotor itself, its effect on the rotor loading will be small.

Presently, the maximum number of filaments that may be trailed from a given
azimuth in each of the four wake zones is specified before starting the calculation. This
number is ordinarily at least ten, but the useful range can be from six to twenty, depending
on the advance ratio and rotor loading. Smaller numbers of filaments can often be used at

low speeds, while the complex vorticity field characteristic of high speed flight may require
a large number of filaments. The analysis also requires the specification of the number of
turns of full-span wake that are to be used and the azimuthal location at which the two-
filamentwake isto commence. The strengthof therolled-upfliamcntsisadjustedateach
azimuthal stationto conserve circulationin the wake. This accounts for the effectof the

'shed'component of the vortex wake in the farfield.The root and tipfilamentsin this

zone (Zone 3,as discussedin Section 3.2.2)originateatradialpositionscorresponding to

the centroidsof the truncatedfilamentsthatare trailedinboard and outboard,respectively,

ofthe peak circulationon therotorblade.These filaments,which willbe referredtoas 'rice

wake extensions',distortfreelyas thecalculationprogresses.

To complete the analysis of the wake, the free wake extensions must themselves be
effectively extended in a semi-infinite fashion; simple truncation of the wake can lead m
errors in induced velocity in some flight conditions, particularly at low speed. The far
wake model consists of two regions, as shown schematically in Figure 3-10 and is similar
to the far wake treatment originated in Reference 10. (It should be noted that a precondition
for invoking this far wake model is the presence of at least two full turns of the two-
filament free wake extension). The first portion of the far wake consists of a specified
number of turns of prescribed wake, turns which duplicate the geometry of the last turn of
the free wake extensions. The spacing and orientation of these prescribed turns is set by
the average convection over the lasttwo freewake extension turns.The prescribedturns
consistof BCVEs, and sincetheirgeometry depends on the configurationof the lastturns

of ricewake, thisprescribedwake evolves constantlyduringthe freewake evolution.

Given this model for the far wake, the problems to be resolved are the

determinationof the directioninwhich the wake isconvected, and the development of an

efficientmethod to sum the infinitenumber of repeated turns of far wake. The mean

convectiondirectionisdetermined by comparing thepositionsof thelastand next tothe last

turnsof freewake. The change in positionof each setof corresponding pointson these

two turns is computed. These position differencesbetween pairs of points,originally

generatedatthe same blade azimuthallocation,definesa displacement vector.A running

average of allthesedisplacement vectors,generated while steppingthe blade through thc

previous fullturn,iscomputed todetermine an average displacementvector.This average

displacement vector, 1", , is taken to represent the average displacement per blade
revolutionof a wake turndue tooverallconvection. Itisused toorientthe successivefar

wake turns in space. The purpose of the running average over a cycle is to filter out the
distortion effects that are superimposed on this mean convection.

Note again the far wake configuration illustrated in Figure 3-10. The far wake can
be thought of as being composed of a set of semi-infinite rows of elements running in the

direction of 1". , one of which is shown in the figure. It is possible to sum the
contributions of each row in an efficient manner by using a discrete approximation for the
Biot-Savart law. )This development is discussed in detail in Reference 10 and wiU not be
repeated here.)
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This intermediate prescribed wake model is based on the idea that the best estimate

of the shape of a far wake turn is the shape of the tam of the frec wake extensions. Ideally,
after each blade revolution, the vortex wake represented by the last nnn of the extensions
would occupy the position of the fast far wake turn. This assumption corresponds to
freezing the shape after the last turn of the extensions. The effect of subsequent
downstream distortion is, therefore, not included, and only convection in an average sense
is taken into account. This approximate shape is best for the first few far wake turns, since
there has been relatively little time for subsequent distortion. Neglecting this distortion in
the far wake turns that arc farther downstream makes little difference since the influence of

their detailed shape is less crucial because they arc farther away.

The far wake model has been implemented into the RotorCRAFT analysis and has
performed in a fashion similar to previous forward flight wake studies (e.g., ReL 10 and
11). A smooth, stabletransitionbetween theend of thefrecwake and the beginning of the
far wake has been achieved. Since the far wake structureis based on free wake

information,the farwake shape evolves along with thefreewake solution.Note thatthere

is a different far wake shape at each time step in the solution. The far wake configuration
also adjusts automatically to the rotor flight condition.

3.4 Implementation ofWake Models Based on ANM

In the freewake analysisof rotorsinforward flightor hover,the use of BCVEs has

led to considerablesuccess,as is well documented in the literature( Refs. 9-15). The

proven robustness and accuracy of the method are directconsequences of itshigh

resolutionrepresentationof the filamentary wake vorticityfield. However, in somc

applications,the use of such high resolution,computationally intensivevortex elements

everywhere in theflow domain may significantlyreducetheefficiencyof the method; while

a high resolutionrepresentationof thevorticityfieldisrequiredtocapturethe steepvelocity

gradientwhen an evaluationpointisinthe immediate vicinityof a vortexclement,the bulk

of the calculationsusuallyinvolveevaluationpointswhich arein the farfieldwhere coarse

resolutionissufficient.In thisregard,the use of the particle-based"vorton" method can

resultin considerablesavings in computational costs. Because vortons are "clumps" of
vorticity concentrated at a single point in space, the algebraic functions associated with the
calculation of their velocity field are particularly simple and inexpensive to evaluate.

In the literature, applications of this method to unsteady vortical flow problems
have shown promising results (Rcfs. 24-26). However, convergence studies of the method
(Refs. 27-29) indicate that sufficient overlap of the particles must be maintained, i.e.

= O ,where _ is the spacing and O is the core size.This requires thata large

number of vorton particlesbe used. For a typicalrotorcraftfreewake calculationwhere

convective washout of an assumed wake shape isused to obtainconverged solution,the

orderof thecalculationis O(N 3) ,where N isthe number of vortex elements,and for a

largenumber of vortonparticles,thisrepresentsa formidablecomputationalload even with

thesimplefunctionalform of theindividualvelocitycalculation.

Recently, a new method which incorporates both the accuracy of BCVEs and the
efficiency of a vorton method has been developed (Refs. 16 and 17). In this method,
referred to as the method of Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM), a low resolution far
field solution is constructed with a small number of fat vorton particles. The small number
of elements limits the computational load to within the capabilities of conventional

computing machines while the fat core size assures the mathematical consistency of the
scheme. For cases of close approach, where an observation point is in the near field of a
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vortexfilament,a local analytical correction is applied to capture the high gradient near field
solution (Fig. 3-11). Inspired by the method of matched asymptotic expansions, the local
analytical correction serves to match the coarse resolution far field solution to the fine
resolution near field solution and is composed of two opposite-signed curved arc elements
which are fitted locally to the vortex filament. The positive sign arc has the actual physical
core size while the negative arc has the fat core and is used to match the fat core particle
solution with the thin core arc solution. In principle, any curved arc element can be used for
the local correction; for present purposes, however, a closed circular ring is chosen because
of its closed-form Biot-Savart integral which ensures the efficiency of the velocity
evaluation. Furthermore, the correction is applied only as needed for near field interactions,
which usually represent a small fraction of the calculation. The resultant scheme is highly
efficient, providing the accuracy of the BCVE method but with the CPU savings of a
vorton method.

3.4.1 Results of Test Runs

In their work, Bliss and Miller (Ref. 17) have applied the ANM method to several
test problems involving simple geometry such as circular and elliptical vortex rings. They
were able to obtain good agreement between the calculations and theory with an impressive
speed-up factor of three to four compared to corresponding BCVE calculations. In an effort
to independently establish the robustness and accuracy, as well as the parameter sensitivity

of the ANM method, extensive test runs using the ANM method have been carried out as
part of the development of the RotorCRAFT analysis. The parameters associated with the

method are _t_, crf and On. , where _s is the spacing between vorton particles, _ is

the fat core radius and crn is the near field cutoff distance, within which the analytical
correction is applied. The following is a brief description of some of the different test
cases.

The first sample calculation involved a circular vortex ring with circulation F= 1,
radius R=I and core size 0=0.2 discretized into 50 equally spaced vortex dements. The
induced velocity normal to the plane of the vortex ring was computed at evaluation points
along a radial line in the plane of the ring. Both ANM and BCVE (with the self-induced
SIVE component included) formulations were used and the results have been compared.

The ANM parameters used are O'n---5Clrf, O'f=-(_s and _s=2_/50 . Figure 3-12a shows
a comparison of the normal velocity computed along a radial line that intersects a vortex
particle. Very good agreement between the two calculations can be observed. A plot of the
percentage velocity error, given in Figure 3-12b, shows that the error of ANM relative to

BCVE is essentially zero in the region 0.4 _< 1.6 , where the analytical correction is
applied. A slight discrepancy is observed at R=I.0 , the center of a vortex particle, and

this is due to the difference in the self-induction model. In the region R-_0.4 or R_>1.6 ,
slight discrepancies which are within an acceptable level, are observed. In these
calculations, a speed-up factor of four for the ANM calculation was realized.

Additional calculations were run for a 4:1 elliptical vortex ring with F=I and

0=0.2 discretized into 50 elements. Cosine spacing is used to give a high density of
elements in the region with steep curvature. The velocity normal to the plane of the ring is
computed on the major axis, where the error of the ANM method, if any, is expected to be

a maximum. Figure 3-13a shows a comparison between the ANM calculation, with crt=__£

and O'n=50"t , and the BCVE calculation. Significant over-prediction of the velocity near
the interior of the ellipse, as reported in Reference 17, is observed. Calculation of the local
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radius of curvature shows that it is less than the fat core used, implying that the fat core

analytical matching is given by a small disc of vorticity, i.e. a vortex ring with core size

greater than its radius. Clearly, this is not a suitable model for matching the fat core particle
solution to the local thin ring solution. Repeating the ANM calculation with a reduced fat

core of t_-0.5t_s while keeping the near field cutoff parameter unchanged yields

improved results, as shown in Figure 3-13b. This suggests that in using the ANM method,
care must be exercised to ensure that the fat core size used does not exceed the local radius

of curvature and this can be achieved either by using sufficient density of vortex elements

in the region of high curvature, or by limiting the fat core size used. Test runs involving
variation of Orn have shown little effect, verifying the insensitivity of the results to O'n ,

which is an advantage for the method.

As these sample problems indicate, the application of vortex wake models using
ANM holds considerable promise, in that flow fields with accuracy comparable to BCVE
calculations can be achieved with considerably reduced computation trine. A variety of
calculations were undertaken to explore the suitability of ANM elements for routine use

within the RotorCRAFT analysis. The test cases discussed here involve computations on a
representative four-bladed rotor at both low and high advance ratio. The particular
configuration used is an H-34 main rotor, operating at a thrust coefficient of 0.0037.

In the case of low advance ratio, the wake vortex filaments tend to remain close to

the rotor for a substantial period of time because of the low convective flow speed. This
results in significant close interactions between filaments and represents a severe test for the
robustness of the ANM-based wake model in terms of its capability to handle close
encounters. In this case, one revolution of the H-34 rotor at an advance ratio of 0.15 is

computed with 16 steps per revolution. The ANM parameters used are tY/=-0.5t_ ,

tTn=3tYf . Figure 3-14a shows a comparison of the time history of the computed airload at
the 90% radial station using the ANM and BCVE-based calculations. Comparing these
cases, it is observed that the ANM calculation tracks its BCVE counterpart closely.
However, a 50% saving in CPU is realized when comparing the ANM to the BCVE
calculation.

In the next case, calculations are carded out at an advance ratio of 0.39 and

comparison of the airload time history shows excellent agreement (Fig. 3-14b). For the
higher harmonics, however, the comparison, as shown in Figure 3-15a, shows some
differences in amplitude and phasing. In terms of amplitude, there are significant
underpredictions by the ANM calculation at the first, second and last minima, and the first
and last maxima. There are also phase errors at the second maxima and minima. This can
be attributed in part to errors that can be introduced at high forward speed due to the
increase in the length of some of the wake elements; since the size of the fat core on the
vorton elements is set at one half of the element spacing, stretching of the elements may

lead to unanticipated increases in the fat core size. However, repeating the ANM

calculation using a reduced fat core of t_--0.25t_ improves the amplitude comparison

significantly, as shown in Figure 3-15b. Some phase difference remains, but this may be
due to the coarse time discretization, i.e. number of steps per revolution. Running the
calculation at a freer resolution of 24 steps per revolution improves this slightly.

3.4.2 Discussion of Parameter Selection for ANM

In these sample airload calculations of a rotor in forward flight, convective washout
of an initially assumed wake geometry is used to step the solution towards convergence.
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For N vortex elements, this usually involves N steps to converge, resulting in an O(N 3

calculation. Furthermore, for the blade dynamics calculation to converge, several rotor

revolutions are required and this represents a significant computational load. To reduce the
computational time, the ANM method seems a favorable candidate, in that its accuracy is
comparable to BCVEs while it has a distinct advantage in efficiency. In this effort, the
ANM method has been added to the forward flight code as an option to reduce
computational load. Representative test runs, presented in the last section, have shown that
a speed-up factor of two can be realized.

Despite the attractive savings in CPU, the ANM scheme should not at present be
thought of as a replacement for the BCVE scheme, but rather as an alternative in cases
where a significant time constraint is encountered. This is because as demonstrated in the
last section, care must be exercised in using the ANM scheme. This is especially true for
cases of high advance ratio, where wake vortex element spacings axe large due to the high
convective flow speed. In these cases, the fat core size of the particle should only be a

small fraction of the spacing and test runs have indicate that a fat core not exceeding 0.25¢5s

would be appropriate. This represents a sacrifice in the smoothness of the far field solution
but is essential in assuring the correcmess of the near field matching. For cases involving
low to moderate advance ratio, the significance of such differences are diminished, and a

fat core of ¢_-0.5_v should be used to ensure the smoothness of the wake vorticity field.

In terms of the near field cutoff parameter O'n , test runs have showed little dependency of

the results on the parameter and in general, a cutoff of ¢Yn =3¢_ will ensure a proper
matching of the far field and near field solutions.

In conclusion, it is anticipated that as greater familiarity with ANM wake elements
is achieved, they will become the computational tool of choice, replacing the existing
BCVE formulation. For this reason, they have been included as a computational option in
the current RotorCRAFT analysis, though for the present the selection of BCVEs remains
the preferred approach.
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4. VORTEX LATTICE MODELING OF ROTOR BLADE AERODYNAMICS

As noted above, one of the primary tasks of the Phase I effort described in
Reference 14 was to introduce a rifting surface/vortex lattice model of the rotor blade into
the computation of rotor airloads. The principal motivation for this effort was to allow
improved resolution of loads in the vicinity of the tip as well as during close blade vortex
interactions (though the current formulation is still inadequate for prediction of loads due to
direct vortex impingement on the blade surface). This model has been revised and

extended during Phase H to include a refined treatment of tip effects as well as of both
steady and time-varying near wake effects. After the initial effort described in Reference
14, though, a variety of areas for improvements in the baseline model were identified.
Among these were the need to incorporate profile drag into performance predictions,
compressibility modeling, the inclusion of lift stall, the influence of yawed flow and wake
skew on load predictions, and a model of the inflow contributed by the extreme near wake.
The following sections will discuss the steps that were taken to include all of these feaunes;
the discussion will overlap at many points since several of the topics are closely related.
These topics will be preceded by discussion of the background on vortex lattice treatments.

4.1. Background on Vortex Lattice Models

Many modern rotors feature complex planforms, and it is advantageous to use
lifting surface routines (which are a subset of the general class of aerodynamic panel
methods) to analyze such designs. Subsonic panel methods have been widely used in the
computation of flow around both lifting and nonlifting configurations (e.g., Refs. 30 and
31). These methods use a diswibution of sources, doublets or vortices, or different
combinations of these singularities arranged in a variety of geometrical forms. A wide

variety of panel methods are in routine use in the f'_xed-wing a.erodynamics community, and
they have been applied to the full range of complex configurauons including surfaces with
thickness, complex configurations involving separated flows, surfaces interacting with
nonlinear vortical wakes, and the like.

The particular model employed here focuses pri .marily on thin lifting surfaces with
no side- or leading-edge separation (with the excepuon of tip effects in yawed flow
discussed in Section 4.7), and so is in the tradition of models first developed by Falkner

(Ref. 32) and later popularized by such researchers as Rubbert (Ref. 33) and Margason and
Lamar (Ref. 34). The rotor blade is represented in the present work by a surface consisting
of vortex quadrilaterals. Four constant strength straight-line vortices form the sides of each
quadrilateral, except at the trailing edge of the blade where a modified vortex quadrilateral
without the downstream line vortex is used. Also, as noted above, special modifications

can be made to the side edge of the tip in cases where yawed flow causes part of the wake
to be trailed from this edge.

Lifting surface theory has received relatively little use in rotorcraft applications,
with the exception of such work as References 35 and 36. Lifting line theory has been
preferred for routine use because of its simplicity and because its form simplifies the direct
use of two-dimensional airfoil data to account for transonic and viscous effects. On the

other hand, lifting surface theory has the advantage of a more correct treatment of three-
dimensional effects. Three-dimensionality is important in the localized effects of blade

vortex interaction and for the prediction of tip loading, particularly for treating novel tip
shapes with considerable sweep and taper. One objective of the present effort was to
explore the development of a hybrid scheme in which the advantages of both methods are

incorporated.
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4.2. Outline of theVortex LatticeLayout Procedure

The liftingsurface/vortexlatticeanalysisused here was adapted for use from the

hover simulationdescribedinReference 23. This formulationallowssubstantialflexibility

inthe specificationof the blade'splanform so thatcomplex designsmay be accommodated.

Currently,the latticecan be divided intoas many as ten differentregions,with separate

linear distributionsof twist,taper,and sweep within each. The spacing of the
quadrilateralsin a vortexlatticeanalysisisan important consideration,as isdiscussed in

Reference 37. The judicious selectionof the density,spacing, and orientationof the

quadrilateralscan considerablyenhance theefficiencyand rateof convergence of the blade

loading. The current analysis has been provided with sufficientflexibilityto arrange

essentiallyarbitrarychordwise and spanwise distributionsof latticeelements though the

controlpointsare always assumed to lieatthe geometric centerof the quadrilateral.For

simplicityand convenience,however, allof thecalculationsdiscussedinthisreportfeature

uniform spacing of vortex quadrilateralsboth in the chordwise and spanwise directions,
unless otherwise noted.

The vortexquadrilaterallatticeisdrawn inblade coordinates,as defined in Figure

4-I. Firstthe blade segments are laidout separatelyinthe XY-plane applying taper and

sweep. The latticeisdisplacedtoward thetrailingedge by a distanceof one quarterof the

chordwise lengthof the leadingedge quadrilaterals.For one row of quads and an unswept
rectangularplanform, thisputsthequad leadingedge (loadvortex)along the quarterchord

lineof the blade and thevortexlatticecontrolpoints(centerpointsof each quad) along the

3/4 chord lineof the blade.The latticeisinsetfrom the blade root and tipby a distance

equalto a quarterof the width of thelastquad ateitheredge. This techniquewas suggested

in Reference 38, and was found both thereand in sample calculationscarriedout for this
effortto accelerateconvergence of theloadingsolution.

For reference purposes, the quarter-chord line of the blade is taken as the line that
connects the quarter chord pointsof each blade section,while the X axis of the blade

coordinate frame isthe lineconnecting the hub with the quarter-chordof the rootsection.

The sweep angle for any segment is defined as the angle the local quarter-chord line makes

with the X axis. Pitching moment calculationsuse the local quarter-chord line as a
reference axis, however both collective and cyclic pitch are applied about the X axis.

In cases more complex than untwisted rectangular planforms, additional steps must
be carried out. Figure 4-2 depicts the individual steps carried out in laying out the blade
geometry. In actualcalculations,the order of operationsisdifferentthan is shown here;

fLrSt,taperisappliedlinearlyfrom rootto tipalong each segment. Then sweep isapplied

by displacingeach segment toward itstrailingedge (+Y-direction);the sweep angle isthe

angle between the X-axis and the quarterchord line. The twist gradientis applied by

rotatingeach chord of the lattice about its quarter chord poinL Finally, anhedral is applied
by displacingeach segment downward in the +Z-direction. The resultingvortex lattice

structureis stored and written to a fileto be used in a graphical verificationof thc
planform.

In additionto the geometric inputsjustdescribed,a camber distributionfor the

blade may also be specified. Numerical input is used to describe the geometry of the

camber line.When camber ispresent,the latticeitselfisnot deformed to fitthe specified
distribution,ratherthe boundary conditionsatthe vortex quadrilateralcontrolpointsare
alteredto introduce the surfaceslope intothe calculation.However, a certainminimum

chordwise density of quadrilateralsisrequired to resolve the camber distribution;an

absolute minimum of threequadrilateralschordwise should be used, with fiveor more

being desirable.This levelof quadrilateraldensitycan createa substantialcomputational
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burden. An alternativeapproachfor including zero lift angles is also available for cases
where improved computational efficiency is desired. An appropriate rotation of the vector
normal to the blade at the control points of each quadrilateral will alter the effective angle of
attack of the section and can be used to introduce the shift of the zero lift angle of attack. In

this manner, realistic zero lift angles of attack can be introduced into the calculations with
only one quadrilateral chordwise. The zero lift angle is computed from two-dimensional
airfoil data read in to support the computation of profile power, a task described in Section
4.4 below. That section will also describe the methods used for incorporating pitching
moment information into calculations where camber distributions on the blade are not mad
in.

4.3 Computation of Aerodynamic Loads

The discussion above outlines the procedure used to lay out the vortex lattice to

represent a general rotor blade planform. The solution method used to find the bound
circulation given this lattice is essentially a straightforward implementation of the classical
approach described in the literature on lattice methods for fixed wing applications (e.g.,
Ref. 34). Each of the quaddlatm'als is examined individually and a mean vector normal to
the quadrilateral surface is established as shown in Figure 4-3, which also shows the
location of the 'control point' associated with the quadrilateral. Given this and the location
and orientation of each of the quadrilaterals on the blade, the velocity induced by the blade
lattice on each of the control points is determined, assuming unit strength for each
quadrilateral. Thcn the resulting velocity is resolved in the normal direction at each control
point, yielding an array of influence coefficients relating the vector of bound circulations,

T , to the downwash, w, at each control point:

w =AT
(4.1)

wh_e

A °wi i,j = 1..... n

(4.2)

Here, n is the number of vortex quadrilaterals on the blade. Note that the location of each
of the quadrilaterals as well as the velocities above arc defined in the blade reference system

depicted in Figure 4-1.

This array of coefficients is stored and the velocity induced at each control point by
the free stream, the blade rotation and deflection (discussed below), and the rotor wake are

summed and resolved into 'normal-wash' velocities that are then used to find the vector T
of bound circulation values on the disk as follows:

q j = (q free stream) j + (q wake) j + (q blade) j
(4.3)

wj =qj.nj (4.4)
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Figure 4-3. Typical vortex quadrilateral, showing the comer indices and
diagonal vectors. Control point found using the mean of the
comers. Normal vector defined as indicated.
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--- A -I w (4.5)

The vector _¢ can then be used to solve for the forces and moments on each segment of
the blade by applying the Joukowsky Law to each of the four edges of the vortex
quadrilaterals, i.e.,

Fjk --- P Yj (qjk x Sjk ) _jk , J = 1,...n k = 1, 2, 3,4 (4.6)

Here, Sjk is the unit vector directed along edge k of quadrilateral j ; _k is the

length of this side, while yj is the strength of the quad. The reference velocity q for the
evaluation of forces is computed at the mid point of the edge k . This velocity contains all
the components deriving from the free stream, the wake, the motion of the blade, and the
velocity induced by the entire vortex quadrilateral grid, though the influence of the segment
on which a particular point lies is deleted. These individual forces are then summed to yield
the integrated forces on each blade:

F = {HI s + YJs + TKs) = E _'_ Fjk

j k (4.7)

Moments exerted by the blade about the sectional quarter-chord reference axis can also be
computed:

M = (LI s+MJ s+NKs) = _Fjkxrjk

j k (4.8)

Moments about the flapping and lagging axes of the blade are taken to compute the gross
blade motion, while pitching moments can be computed for each section to use for the
calculation of torsional deformation. Here, r is the vector from the reference axis to the

point of action of F. (Tabulated information on pitching moment coefficients can also be
used to determine the moments, as will be described in the next section).

The resulting forces and moments are computed in the blade reference frame and are
then transformed into the shaft frame to yield the thrust and induced torque. Additional
computations are undertaken to resolve those components that contribute to the horizontal
and side forces (H and Y, respectively). Of course, these calculations omit the effect of
viscous forces on the blades, and steps must be taken to include them. However, the basic
vortex lattice analysis can be modified to include the effect of compressibility on the
sectional lift and moment, and the approach taken to these issues is described separately
below. Other modifications are necessary to account for stall, yawed flow, and unsteady
effects in the near wake; these topics are also taken up in the following sections.

4.4 Prediction of Sectional Profile Drag and Profile Torque

To introduce forces generated by profile (viscous and pressure) drag into the
calculation, the only practical approach at present is the use of two-dimensional airfoil data.
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The form of data required for this coupling is tabulated values for sectional drag
coefficients as a function of both Mach number and sectional angle of attack. The definition
of the local Mach number at a particular radial station is relatively straightforward, being

M(r,v) = _R ((_) + Ixsin Vcos as)
ao (4.9)

though adjustments for tip relief are required in general. A more uncertain issue is the
definition of an effective angle of attack for use in the look up tables.

The definition of effective sectional angle of attack is intrinsic to lifting line theory,
being defined as

ore = ag - oq (4.10)

where ot i is the inclination of the effective free stream to the local zero lift line. The

definition of the a i in the context of rotary wing lifting line theory is relatively

straightforward, being

Oq = tan'lIUP_
_UTI (4.11)

where Up is the flow field component normal to the section in blade coordinates, while
U T is the tangential flow component. Up itself consists of contributions from the free
stream, the blade motion, and the wake-induced velocity field. In the context of lifting line
theory, the wake-induced velocity is evaluated at the quarter-chord point of the section.
However, in vortex lattice models, there is no clearly defined reference point at which the
wake-induced velocity can be computed to yield its contribution to the effective angle of
attack for the section.

To define such a reference velocity in the context of lattice methods, first recall that
in the limiting case of a high aspect ratio wing or rotor blade, a good approximation to the
two-dimensional fiat plate solution for a lifting airfoil can be recovered by using a large
number of chordwise vortex quadrilaterals. In this sense, the portions of the lattice nmning
parallel to the blade span constitute the "two dimensional part" of the lattice solution.
Conversely, the trailing legs of the vortex quadrilaterals represent the "three dimensional
part" of the solution, since they would all have zero strength on a wing or blade of infinite
aspect ratio. The flow congxments associated with these trailers are direcdy related to finite
span effects. On this basis it is appropriate to define an effective angle of attack for a
section by deleting the flow field contributions from the spanwise quadrilateral edges and
computing simply the contributions from the chordwise or trailing legs of the lattice.

This reference velocity, suitably averaged over the chord for cases involving more
than one quadrilateral chordwise, provides the component of induced velocity that is
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contributed by the blade and near wake trailers in the overlap region to the complete
induced angle of attack. (Note that this approach reduces to the lifting line definition of
induced velocity for the case of one chordwise quadrilateral).The resulting velocity is then
added to the velocity field generated by the rest of the wake in the manner indicated in
Equation 4.10 to yield the effective angle of attack. The local Mach number and angle of
attack can then be used to enter two-dimensional look-up tables to compute drag and
moment coemcients; lift coefficients are also routinely looked up, though they are used
only to define post-stall characteristics, as describe_l below.

The two-dimensional coefficients arc, of course, defined only for a spocific airfoil

section. Many rotor blades feature more than one section along the span. In the current
analysis, as many as ten sections along the span may be specified. For any given spanwise
station, the section coefficients arc computed for each of the two airfoils that bound the
segment containing the station of interest and then interpolated linearly to the desired point.
Similarly, for each Mach number/angle of attack pair, bilinear interpolation is used to find
the appropriate coemcients within each look-up table of lift, drag, and moment coefficients.

4.5 Compressibility

Compressibility has an important effect on rotor performance at typical tip Mach
numbers for modem rotors. Some of this effect is captured by the inclusion of Mach

number dependence in the look-up tables used for profile drag coefficients. However,
compressibility also has a significant impact on the lift generated by airfoils at specified
angles of attack, and so its influence on thrust and induced power must be considered as
well This section discusses how the augmentation of lift associated with compressible
flow can be achieved. Preliminary work has also indicated that some of the nonlinear
aspects of airfoil section behavior associated with transonic flow (i.e., alterations in
moment coefficients and zero lift angle) can be incorporated in the context of nominally
linear vortex lattice methods; implementation of methods to accomplish this has been
reserved for follow-on work.

For two-dimensional thinairfoils,treatmentslikethePrandtl-Glaucrt correctionto

liftcurve slope arc acceptablemethods for includingcompressibilityeffects.In vortex
latticecalculations,transformationsthatarc similarin spiritbut more elaboratein detail

must be invoked. When analyzing hovering rotors,Kocurek, in Reference 35, used a

transformation of the entirespace surrounding the rotor in generating a correctionfor

compressibility.Currently,a more restrictedtransformationof the blade geometry isused,
one based on the localMach number attheradialstationsalong thespan.

Itisassumed thatthe flow around a given blade sectioncan bc found using the

compressiblepotentialequation

[j2 _xx + _byy + ¢_zz - 0 [32 = 1 - M2(r,V) (4.12)

where M representsthe localMach number as definedin Eq. 4.8. (For thisdiscussion,
x denotes thc streamwise flow direction(positivedownstream); y liesalong the radius

(positiveout);and z ispositiveup.) Using a transformationwhereby x isreplaced by

[3xi , y by Yi ,and z by zi changes theabove equation to:
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_xixi + (_YiYi + (_zizi = 0 (4.13)

This equation governs the incompressible flow around a transformed blade in which the

blade chord is stretched by a factor of 13"1 (note that [3 varies along the radius). The

transformed blade is used in the time stepping analysis to find the wake geometry and the
associated loads on the blade. Then, the loads must be corrected in accordance with the

geometrical transformation to obtain the thrust and torque on the rotor in compressible
flow.

The transformation outlined above leaves the bound circulation, the downwash on
the blade, and the dimensional lift per unit span the same for both the compressible and
incompressible problems. Thus, the thrust and induced power computed for the
tran_ormed, incompressible problems are the same for the original, compressible problem.
However, because of the stretching of the airfoil chord, the lift coefficient for any section

for the compressible problem is greater by a factor of 13"1 than the lift coefficient in the

transformed, incompressible problem.

4.6 Stall

To this point, the discussion has focused implicitly on the prediction of the loading
at low to moderate angles of attack. In many forward flight conditions, sections of the
blade span can reach or exceed the static stall angle. A vortex lattice calculation will
compute unrealistically high sectional lift for such cases, since no allowance is made for lift

limitation or indeed for other than linear lift characteristics. It is inappropriate to expect that
models currently available will be able to offer detailed insight into the loading on those
portions of the rotor blade undergoing stall. However, reasonable steps can be taken to
ensure that the major features of the lift behavior of rotor blades can be captured.

First, it should be noted that the presence of yawed flow will substantially increase
the nominal maximum lift coefficient that a section of the blade may carry. Experimental
evidence of this phenomenon has been observed in experimental work on fixed wings, and
the qualitative model used to allow for this effect is discussed immediately below. Also,
many rotor configurations have a substantial sensitivity to rate effects in delaying the onset

of stall. Reference 5 among many other sources discusses the potential importance of
dynamic stall. No dynamic stall model is used in the present version of RotorCRAFT,
though it is a prominent candidate for addition in follow-on development.

As discussed in Section 4.4, the local effective angle of attack is computed at each
radial station on the blade, as is the section lift coefficient and the maximum lift coefficient

permitted by the look-up tables. Once the computed cA (appropriately adjusted for yawed

flow) exceeds the stipulated maximum lift coefficient, the stall model is invoked and the

effective angle of attack is used to look up an appropriate lift coefficient given the Mach
number of the onset flow. The vortex lattice lift calculation for the section is overridden by
a new value for sectional lift with the form
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This new lift calculation is then resolved to provide thrust and torque contributions in the

shaft axis system for subsequent use in performance and dynamics calculations. The local
bound circulation is also reduced to properly reflect the reduced lift at the section. The

computation of profile drag is not affected, since 2-D look-up tables using the effective
angle of attack are used for both stalled and unstalled sections. Sample calculations using
this procedure in the context of wing calculations are discussed in Section 4.9.

4.7 Overlap Near Wake

As described in Section 3, the rotor aerodynamics analysis utilizes a free wake

having constant strength vorticity contours coupled to a vortex quadrilateral model for the
bladc aerodynamics. To achieve consistent results, an overlap wake modcl is used behind
each blade to capture the effects of the extreme near wake. The overlap wake is a finite
length prescribed wake consistent with thc vortex quadrilateral model, namely it consists of
a set of vortex filaments trailing behind the quadrilateral structure. When calculating
downwash at points on the blade, the overlap wake provides a near field contribution,
while contributions from the remainder of the wake are provided by the constant strength
contour free wake. On the other hand, when calculating velocities in the wake, the free

wake is extended right up to the blade, hence the overlap. The overlap wake is needed
because the free wake model is not consistent with the blade vortex quadrilateral model in
terms of either the number of filaments or their location with respect to the blade control

points.

The following technical issues were examined with respect to the overlap wake
model and its role in the calculation of the blade aerodynamic loads:

Accuracy of the truncation of the overlap wake and its replacement with the constant
vorticity contour wake beyond a certain distance.

Treatment of the overlap wake with respect to skewed inflow, i.e. effective sweep,
as the blade rotates.

Treatment of the blade tip as downstream edge in the presence of skewed inflow

(effective sweep).

These issues were studied by examination of the simpler problem of a straight rectangular

wing in a skewed (swept) inflow. This problem contains all the physics essential to the
above issues, without the complexity of a rotor calculation. The important physical effects
are thereby more easily separated and examined. A simplified version of the same vortex
quadrilateral code used for the rotor analysis was used for this study of corresponding
effects on a vortex quadrilateral wing. The study of wake truncation is presented here,
while the results of the skewed inflow analysis are presented in the next section.

The effect of wake truncation was examined by considering a rectangular vortex

quadrilateral wing in uniform, unswept flow. At a certain distance behind the wing the
trailing vortices were truncated and replaced by a vortex pair. Each vortex in the pair has
the same net circulation as the wing bound circulation, and each is located at the spanwise
centroid of the corresponding trailed vorticity from the near wake. This case is an extreme
one, in that it corresponds to a rotor blade with a constant vorticity contour free wake
having only two filaments. Note that the positioning of the free wake filaments in the rotor
code is essentially equivalent to centroidal positioning. The geometric layout is shown in

Figure 4-4 ("centroid model").
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The planar vortex wake in Figure 4-4 is composed of N discrete parallel vortex
filaments, truncated a distance Yt behind the trailing edge. Such vortex systems are

commonly used in the vortex lattice method, or VLM, to model the trailing wake of a finite
wing, except they normally extend to inirmity. The vortex system can be described entirely
by the space coordinates of the vortices and their strengths. Certain invariants of motion
apply in a two dimensional sense to vortices in free morton, and this leads naturally to the
concept of a center of vorticity and an effective net vortex strength.

At some distance from the vortex system the effects of the vortex system become

indistinguishable from the effects of an equivalent vortex filament of net strength F located
at the centroid, or center of vorticity, of the system. For the group of discrete vortex

filaments of strength Fi located behind one half (semi-span) of the wing, the spanwise

coordinate of the center of vorticity is defined as:

:_rixi

i=1
X ...

i= 1 (4.15)

The strength of the equivalent vortex is:

i= 1 (4.16)

The equivalent vortex filament (EVF) concept was implemented into the VLM wing
code. The wake is divided in two by a line parallel to the free stream passing through the

mid-span. Each filament of the equivalent vortex filament pair has a strength equal to the
net strength of the portion of the truncated wake which it replaces. Thus the net ctrculation
is conserved. The filaments of the equivalent vortex pa_r are placed at the centers of
vorticity of the divided wake. The wake is divided in two by a line parallel to the free
stream. Each filament of the equivalent vortex filament pair has a strength equal to the net
strength of the portion of the truncated wake which it replaces. Thus the net circulation is
conserved. The filaments of the equivalent vortex pair are placed at the centers of vorticity
of the divided wake.

In the standard VLM calculation flow tangency conditions are enforced.

Aerodynamic performance characteristics are then obtained from an inversion of an
influence coefficient matrix. This matrix is based entirely on the geometry of the problem.
The EVF concept was implemented by making this process iterative. The locauons and
strengths of the centroidally placed far-field vortices were iterated upon until flow tangency
conditions were met.

Three wake models were considered for the present study. The first model was that
of the full wake without tnmcation (namely Yt -> infinity), which is the standard way of

modelling the wake in VLM. The second model truncated the wake at a finite distance
without replacing the truncated section of the wake. The EVF model also truncates the
wake at a finite distance, however the lost wake is replaced by an equivalent vortex filament

pair.
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Parametric studies were performed to study the validity of the EVF concept. The
studies were performed on a rectangular wing having aspect ratio of either four or ten,
with a flat plate airfoil. The planform was at five degrees angle of attack. The study
compared overall and sectional load properties. Sectional lift and drag coefficients were
plotted for various wake truncation lengths. Overall planform lift and drag coefficients are
plotted as a function of the wake truncation point. Figure 4-5 shows the induced drag
coefficient of the wing (a quantity that is especially sensitive to the downwash distribution)
as a function of the u'uncation distance (expressed in multiples of the chord) for a wing of
aspect ratio 4. Very small errors occur between the full wake and the EVF model, even for
truncation at one chord length behind the wing. The most significant errors occur for the
case with the wake mmcated and not replaced with an equivalent far field vortex pair. For
higher aspect ratio the same trend is observed, but with smaller percentage errors since the
importance of the wake decreases with increasing aspect ratio. While it might be expected
that the integrated drag might be relatively insensitive to the wake model, it was surprising
to find that the detailed load distribution were also relatively insensitive. Only the case with
the far wake completely removed showed large deviations in distribution as the truncation
point was moved closer to the trailing edge. The EVF model showed errors of no more
than a few percent, and typically less, as the truncation point was brought to within a chord
of the trailing edge.

The results reveal a single very important conclusion. The model using an
equivalent centroidal vortex pair works extremely well, even when truncation of the near
wake and transition to the pair occurs relatively near the blade. It follows that the rotor
code should have excellent accuracy in this regard, since it normally uses more than two
filaments in the free wake, and typically makes the transition from the overlap wake several
chords behind the blade.

4.8 Yawed Flow

In forward flight, many sections of the blade are operating with local effective free
streams that are yawed substantially from the direction normal to the leading edge. Though
the local flow vector can be substantially affected by wake-induced velocities, the yaw
angle at any section can be reasonably approximated by

A_  s.co )+ I_cos a s sin¥
(4.15)

It is clear that for rotors at high advance ratio substantial yaw angles will be present when
blades are located at azimuth angles 0" or 180", particularly for inboard sections. These
yaw angles have several important effects on rotor performance.

First, as noted above, the presence of yaw can substantially increase the allowable
maximum lift coefficient on a blade section. The lift on a blade section is conventionally
defined using only the flow component normal to the leading edge as a reference velocity.

With ct defined on this basis, then the maximum lift coefficient that can be carried is
increased to

( Ch,max )A = 0

cosA
(4.16)
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This delays the onset of stall in that larger sectional lift coefficients can be attained before
the stall model is invoked. In addition, the presence of yawed flow changes the direction
and magnitude of the profile drag on the section, in that the drag is assumed to act parallel
to the local free stream and not parallel to the local chord line.

The presence of yawed flow also has a significant effect on the lift in the vicinity of
the blade tip. For wings in rectilinear flight or for rotor blades operating at azimuth angle
90" or 270", the flow near the tips is ordinarily essentially parallel to the chord line, and the
wake leaves the trailing edge smoothly. However, in the highly yawed flow that can occur
in the fourth and first quadrants, the side edge of the blade becomes an effective "trailing
edge" where a Kutta condition should be applied. Such an effect is not captured in the
basic vortex lattice model since the trailing legs of the vortex quadrilaterals in the last row
at the tip overlap one another, so that they effectively constitute a single vortex line at the tip
(see Fig. 3-9). Once the wing or blade experiences substantial yawed flow, leaving this
treatment unmodified can lead to errors in the load distribution near the tip. As suggested

in Figure 4-6, the quadrilateral edges at the tip of the lattice will ordinarily generate suction
forces in the presence of yawed flow. In point of fact, in this flow configuration, the side
edge of the blade should be treated like an extension of the trailing edge, with a condition
imposed to null the forces carried at this edge.

This can be accomplished by allowing the lattice trailers to depart the blade parallel
to the yawed flow instead of parallel to the chordline, as depicted in Figure 4-7. The tip
edge trailers are allowed to move with the local flow as the blade moves from azimuth angle
270 to azimuth angle 90, though they are fixed parallel to the chord over the rest of the
azimuth. This treatment can be invoked or bypassed as desired, but it typically has the
effect of increasing the blade loading near the tip relative to the unmodified lattice layout;
invoking the yawed tip trailers and imposing the Kutta condition on the tip edge e/iminates
the suction force associated with yawed flow and typically causes the entire load
distribution at the tip to shift slightly and become more positive.
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Figure 4-7. Same blade as Figure 4-6 with tip trailers released at local flow
yaw angle. Kutta condition enforced on blade tip.
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5. FORMULATIONOFTHE ROTORBLADE DYNAMIC MODEL

The structural properties of the helicopter blade are clearly critical to the evaluation

of the response and performance of a helicopter in forward flight. Thus, one of the major
efforts within the development of the RotorCRAFT code has been to incorporate a realistic
finite element (F.E.) representation of the blade. This section discusses the formulation of

the dynamic model itself and outlines its capabihties and limitations. The description of its
coupling with the aerodynamic model discussed above is reserved for Section 6; further
description of the inputs required for this portion of the analysis are given in Reference 39.

A preliminary word on the reference frames used in this discussion is in order.
Figure 5-1 shows the axis systems used in this calculation. The basic reference frame in
the calculation is the wind axis frame, with X w pointing into the relative wind, Z w

pointing down in the plane containing the rotor shaft and Yw at right angles to these axes.

The shaft axis is reached by a rotation of an angle a s around the Yw axis. The blade

axis system is then reached by a rotation of an angle (180-_) around the Z s axis, so that

the Z s and 7_,w are coincident. In the discussion that follows, the blade axis system is

also referred to as the 'global' axis system to distinguish it from local axis systems attached
to each of the dements used in the dynamic model.

5.1 Finite Element Structural Model of the Helicopter Blade

The particular finite element (F.E.) model used here to represent the helicopter blade
accounts for extension, twist and transverse bending displacements. To accurately simulate
these deformations, the blade is discretized into a number of beam finite elements each

having a total of 14 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). Stiffness properties for each element are
computed from the cross-section geometry and material properties supplied by the user.
Similarly, the blade mass distribution is used to both define elemental mass matrices and
also to compute the contributions of blade rotation inertia forces to the stiffness matrices
(geometric stiffening) and nodal forces. The resulting elemental mass and stiffness matrices
are then assembled and any constrained d.o.f, eliminated to finally yield the corresponding

global matrices for the complete blade structure. The approach taken is similar to previous
implementations of F.E. methods for rotorcraft applications, such as Reference 40.

The resulting mass and stiffness matrices serve as inputs to the standard eigenvalue
problem which must be solved to obtain the modal frequencies and shapes for the F.E.
model. It is pointed out that the modal properties are dependent upon the frequency of
blade rotation since the geometric stiffening is proportional to the square of this frequency.

The generalized eigenvalue problem is solved by a standard Jacobi iteration technique.

The transfer of information between the structural and the aerodynamic models in

RotorCRAFT occurs chiefly via the modal properties of the blade. In essence, the mode
shapes are used to compute generalized modal forces from the distributed aerodynamic
forces. These modal forces drive the corresponding modal responses. These responses in

turn are used in conjunction with the mode shapes to determine the instantaneous
displacements and velocities at any point along the blade. Finally, the blade deformations
and deformation rates provide the necessary information to update the flow field and
aerodynamic forces, as described in the previous section. Hence, one iterates toward a
steady state solution where the blade displacements and their rates are constant at each
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azimuthallocation. The remainder of this section explains in greater detail the derivation of
the structural model and of the mode shapes and generalized forces that enter into the

dynamic computation.

5.1.1 Assumptions

The assumptions inherent in the blade model and geometry are stated below:

• The blade displacements are of sufficiently small magnitude that:

linear constitutive relations between stress and strain are applicable,

the transformation matrix relating the local axes of each element may be
regarded as constant and equal to the corresponding matrix in the
undeformed state,

negligible approximation is made in assuming that rotations due to
deformation commute, and,

the twist, bending and extension deformations may be linearly
superimposed.

• The blade material is assumed isotropic and the stress-strain relation obeys
Hooke's law.

• The elastic axis for each element is defined. The elastic axes of any two adjacent

elements coincide at their mutual joining section (see Fig. 5-2). In other words, the elastic
axis is continuous along the blade. This is necessary to correctly define the assembly of the
individual blade F.E.s.

• The principal axes of the cross-section for each element are assumed to be
perpendicular to the elastic axis of that element. This implies that if there are sweep and
anhedral changes between consecutive elements then their principal axes will not coincide at
their mutual section. The degree of approximation introduced into the bending calculation
will increase with the amount of sweep and anhedral change between adjacent elements. It
will also decrease with slenderness of the element since the discrepancies resulting from
non-alignment of the principal axes occur locally in the neighborhood of the joining
section.

It is pointed out that the last two assumptions are mainly due to the fact that warping
effects are modelled in the analysis. One of the chief advantages of the finite element
method is its versatility in the assembly of the constituent elements. For simple elements,
e.g., pure beam elements and bar elements, one is free to assemble the components in
whatever orientations one chooses. Furthermore, discontinuities in the mass and stiffness

properties from element to element are permitted. However, when modeling warping
deformations the line of shear centers, or elastic axis, plays a significant role. The current

formulation approximates the elastic axis by a sequence of straight line segments and it is
the desire to accurately represent the elastic axis that results in the preceding last two
assumptions. Thus to the extent that warping effects are significant, failure to satisfy the
last two assumptions and suitably approximate the elastic axis leads to error in the solution.
In most cases however, and for the closed tubes representative of helicopter rotor blades,
warping effects will be dominated by deformations arising from pure bending and torsion,
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and thus violation of these assumptions will not lead to significant error. This has been

verifiedby numerical testingof the FE model forloaded structurescontaining90° elbow

jointsand discontinuitiesin thebeam stiffnessproperties.

5.1.2 Blade Geometry

Each of the blade segments defined in the RotorCRAFF blade geometry input is
subdivided into structural finite elements in the manner specified by the user. The global
axes for the assembled blade are denoted by XYZ corresponding to the blade axes defined
in Figure 5-1. Local axes, xyz , are defined for each element such that the x-axis
coincides with the elastic axis, or the line of shear centers, of the element. Axes y and z
are derived from the transformation applied to the global Y and Z axes as described
below. The transformation matrix relating the local element axes to the global axes is
derived from the local segment layout specifications. The segment geometry is specified as
follows (seeFig.5-3):

(1) The planform is first defined. Each blade segment has length, SL ,
along the global X-direction and chord length, c , in the global Y-direction. The sweep,

A , defines orientation of the quarter chord line for the segment. Note that for non-zero

sweep, the length of the finite element along the quarter chord length differs from the length
measured along the blade X-axis. If one finite element is associated with each blade
segment then the element length shall in fact be:

SL

cos y

where y is the anhedral (see step 3 below).

(5-1)

(2) A camber and then a pre-deformation twist gradient are defined over
each segment. This information is not included in the transformation matrix since it is
judged that effects due to camber and pre-twist upon structural properties can be more
accurately specified in the information on blade cross-section properties (see Ref. 39).
Addition of camber would be reflected in the cross-sectional moments of area and pre-
twisting would affect primarily the orientation of the principal axes. These parameters are
directly specified in the blade cross-section input file discussed in Reference 39.

(3) Anhedral is then applied to each segment about an axis parallel to the
global Y axis and passing through the left hand end (nearest to the rotor hub) of the
segment. The direction of this rotation is in the negative Y-direction., i.e., positive

anhedral, y, results in the blade drooping down.

(4) Finally, collective pitch in the form of a rotation about the global X-axis
is applied to the assembled structure.

This sequence of rotations is used to define the transformation matrix relating the
local axes to the global ones of the RotorCRAFF code. An additional 180 ° rotation about
the global X-axis precedes the above rotations since the local finite element z-axis is
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Z I Rotation, 180°, about X axis

" '_ _-- X,X'

Z I) Z )_

180 °

A

_/_Y'T Y'" Rotation. "Y,about Y' axis

X"

Z Z ))I

Collective applied about Blade X axis
,y,,,,

I)

" ""--..................... :""% Collective

X

Figure 5-3. Sequence of rotations to go from blade axis system (X,Y,Z) to
local element coordinate system (x,y,z).
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positive upward whereas the global Z-axis is positive in the downward direction. The

preceding parameters are supplied in the blade geometry input f'flc.

From the above sequence of rotations the local and global axes are related by:

IX0 } x
z zo

(5.2)

where T180 o , T A , Ty and Tc are the transformation matrices corresponding to the

180 ° rotation, sweep, anhedral and collective operations respectively, and the coordinates,
XoYoZ 0 , are the global ccx_dinates of the origin of the local axes. Here the origin lies on

the elastic axis at the end of the element nearest the rotor hub. The combined matrix,

[Trot] = Tc TTTA T180 ° -I Jc_ A c_ A _t

CcSA-ScS_A -CeCA-ScS_A sec T (5.3)

SeSA+CcSTCA-ScCA+CcSTSA -CcOy

Note that the rotations due to deformation can also be referred to the global axes using this
transformation since the deformations are assumed small and the rotations thus commute.

5.1.3 Element Degrees of Freedom

The specification of the shape functions and the fourteen degrees of freedom of
each element is summarized here. Each element has two end nodes and one node at its

midpoint, as shown in Figure 5-4. The degrees of freedom correspond to translational and
rotational deformations at these nodes. The deformation of the element at any point is
estimated by interpolation of the nodal displacements using the shape functions. Let u , v
and w denote the displacements along the local x , y , and z axes respectively and let

0 denote the twist deformation about the x axis. Then the generalized displacement
vector is defined as:

ql v(0) fq 5 } w(0) 1
Lag: q2 V'x(0) q6 W'x(0)

q3 = v(£) Flap: q7 = w(_) [

q4 V,x(£) q8 W,x(£) J

q9 0 0(0) ['q12 1 u(0) "]
Twist: 0(PJ2) Axial: _ q13 _" u(_t2)

qll 0(_) t q14J u(t) J

(5.4)

where the subscript (*),x denotes the derivative with respect to the local x axis coordinate

and _ is the element length. Thus ql and 0.2 refer to the displacement and

corresponding slope due to bending in the y-direction at the left hand node. The

corresponding right hand node deformations are q3 and q4 , and so forth for the other
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Local De_ees of Freedom for Blade Element

Assembly and Orderin_ of Global De_ees of Freedom

Z

_X

4 2 22

21

Figure 5-4. Definition of finite element degrees of freedom and schematic
of the element ordering scheme.
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displacements. Note that the slopes, v, x and w, x , can be regarded as a small positive

rotation about the local z-axis and a small negative rotation about the local y-axis
respectively.

The transverse displacements, v and w , are interpolated using cubic Hermitian
polynomials as is the common practice in beam finite element formulation. Quadratic
polynomials are used to interpolate the torsional and axial deformations. This is the
simplest element interpolation scheme yielding a consistent formulation for coupled torsion-
bending (Ref. 40). Specifically:

{qi (q5tq6v(x) = {O3} T w(x) = {O3} T

q7q8

0(x)-- {O2} T qlO

qll
q12 }

u(x)= {O2} T q13

q14

(5.5)

where, {_3} = ( _ " 2_2 + _3 ) Jt " {_2} = 4_- 4_ 2 (5.6)

3_ 2 - 2_ 3 ' _ _ + 2_ 2
(._2 +_3)j t

and _---x/,_ . The preceding relations may be expressed in compact form as:

v(x)}

w(x)
0(x) -
u(x)

[ • ] {q} (5.7)

where {q} is the vector of generalized displacements and [ • ] is a (4 x 14) matrix

appropriately constructed from Equations 5.5 and 5.6.

Finally in the formulation of the elemental stiffness and mass matrices it is valuable

to define principal axes of the cross-section, 11 and _ , which are oriented such that:

t n_'tn = o (5.8)

The angle 13 is then the angle between the local y and rl axes.

The global degrees of freedom are obtained by resolving the deformations along the

global axes using the transformation matrix derived previously. At an end node, all of the
three translational and three rotational d.o.f, are available (since the slopes of the transverse
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bendingdisplacementscorrespondto rotations). Thus, the translation between the local
element d.o.f.s and the global ones is straightforwardly achieved using the transformation

matrix, Tro t •

i= [ Trot ] ;
W w R Z

t t °=[Trot] -W,x

V, x

(5.9)

where R X , Ry , and R Z , are rotations due to deformation about the global XYZ

axes respectively. At the mid-node the preceding translation is more involved since only
two d.o.f., the twist and axial deformations, are available in the local axes and additional

constraints are necessary to uniquely define the twist and stretch in the global directions.
One approach would be to specify the four remaining local d.o.f at the mid-point by

interpolating from the end-nodes using the element shape functions, i.e. evaluating v(M2),

w(M2) and their slopes using Equations 5.5-5.7. These together with the local twist and

extension deformations completely define the six local displacements from which the global
deformations readily follow. However, it was found that this led to numerical problems in
the resulting transformation matrix, since the complete element is singular for certain blade
geometries. This might be expected from the observation that 18 global displacements (6 at
each node) have been defined in terms of only 14 element d.o.f. Hence, the inverse

transformation from global to local deformations is in fact non-unique. The approach taken
here is to simply define the global deformations to coincide with the respective local ones at
the mid-node, i.e.,

fql0}G ={ql0}Lql3 q13 (5.10)

This both simplifies the transformation and results in an orthogonal element transformation
matrix, i.e., if the elemental transformation which will be composed of elements of [Tro t ]

is denoted by [TGL] so that {q}G = [TGL] {q}L then [TGL] "1 = [TGL] T An

alternative procedure would be to eliminate the mid-node d.o.f, using static condensation.
However, this is unnecessary in light of the small number of d.o.f.s of the fully assembled
model, the additional programming complexity and the further approximation that would
thus be introduced.

5.1.4 Derivation of the Element Strains and Stresses

In order to compute the elemental stiffness matrix the strains arising from the
preceding displacements must be evaluated. The nonlinear expressions for the strains are
stated:

¢-xx

+

+

1 1.12 _2U,x+(te0,x),x +_( + )0,x 2

l v,x - V,xx { rl cos(13+0) - _ sin(13+0) }

1
W,x 2 - W,xx { _ cos(13+0) + 11 sin(_+0) } (5.11a)
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7x'rl = 2 _x'Vl = (_F,TI"_ )(0,x + 0nl ) (5.IIb)

_'x_ = 2Cx_ = (_F,_ + Tl)(O,x + 0nl ) (5.11c)

and allother strainsarc assumed zero.Here, 0nl isa nonlinear 2nd order torsionterm,

and _F(x,Tl,_) is the Saint Venant warping function expressing the out-of-plane

displacement, Uwarp , due to torsion:

Uwarp(X,_,O = _F(xJl,_) O,x (5.12)

The linearexpressionsarceasilyobtainedfrom above:

_xx = U,x+(_0,x),x

- V,xx {11cos_- _ sin_ } - W,xx { _ cos_ + 11sin_ } (5.13a)

'Yx'rl = (_,TI-_)e,x ; Vx_ = (w,_+11)e,x (5.13b,c)

These strainsarcexpressed in terms of the vcctorof gencralizedd.o.f.,{q}, and the shape

functionsand theirderivativesw.r.t,x, by substitutingforthe occurrencesof u, v, w,

and 0 using the expressions,Equations 5.11-5.13. This resultsin:

T
I!

- [ _cos_ +_Isin_ ] {@3, }

exx = _F,x 1@2 } + _F{@2 } {q}

I@2 }

{B 1 }T {q} (5.14a)

T

I°}'{x_ _I,,_+ 11 {¢'2 }
0

f {B2}T

{B3} T } {q}

{q}

(5.14b,c)

The corresponding stressesarcderivedfrom theHookc's Law:

Oxx = E exx (5.15a)

o,m = G _'x-n ; ox_ = O _'x; (5.15b,c)
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5.2 Derivation of the Stiffness and Mass Matrices Via Hamilton's Principle

The discussion above defines the relationships for stresses and strains for the
current F.E. formulation. This section deals with the generation of the mass and stiffness

matrices that permit these elements to be coupled into the equations of motion of the rotor
blade. There are several ways of obtaining the stiffness and mass matrices. Here the
Extended Hamilton's Principle has been applied. One begins by deriving expressions for
the kinetic energy and the strain energy of each element. Any remaining forces not
contained in the kinetic and strain energies are accounted for by an external virtual work

term. Application of the variational calculus to the Lagrangian, ;E = (Kinetic Energy) -

(Strain Energy), yields the equations of motion that govern the blade dynamics. The
variation of the strain energy in this case is identical to the expression for the internal virtual
work. Since the internal virtual work can be written down directly, it is unnecessary to

execute the intermediate step of obtaining an expression for the strain energy. Hence, the
actual computation of the swain energy is circumvented in the analysis to follow.

5.2.1 Evaluation of the Finite Element Stiffness Matrix

The structural stiffness matrix K is composed of a sum of three terms K E , K r,

and K T , where K E is the usual material stiffness matrix obtained from the internal

virtual work, K r accounts for additional geometric stiffening due to blade rotation, and

K T is derived from the variation of the kinetic energy. K r is derived by expressing the

forces and moments due to rotation explicitly and regarding these as externally applied
loads that are accounted for by an external virtual work term. This approach is frequently

used in buckling analysis and bending and torsion problems where axial forces are present.
The geomewically nonlinear terms in the strain expressions are of importance since axial
forces are present and result in significant additional stiffening of the blade. If moderate
deformations are permitted (i.e. moderate rotations but small strains) then the rotational
forces and moments are sufficiently well specified using only linear geometrical
considerations.

The internal virtual work due is given by:

W i f • 5exx + += axx axTI • 5Yxrl ax_ • 5Yx_ dV (5.16)

Substituting for the stresses and breaking up the volume integral:

W i = _ { J F-,exx ° _xx + Cqxrl ° 8Yxrl + GYx_° _iYx_ dA } dx (5.17)

Substituting for the strains using Equation 5.14 and performing the integrations results in:

W i = {&l} T [ K E ] {q} (5.18a)

where the desired stiffness matrix is
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1}{B1} T + G ( {B2}{B2} T + (B3}{B3) T) dA }dx

(5.18b)

The construction of [ K E ] requires a sequence of integrations, the first being an area

integration over the area of cross-section at a given station, x, along the element, and the
second being the integral along the length of the element. Evaluation of the area integral
results in expressions containing various properties of cross-section multiplied by the shape
functions and their derivatives w.r.t, x . These properties include the cross-sectional area,

moments of area, area centroids relative to the 11 and _ axes, and a total of nine integrals

involving the warping function, _I' . The finite element implementation employed in

RotorCRAFr does not compute these properties, but instead requires that the various
cross-sectional area integrals be input directly via the blade cross-section input file. The
finite element code requires that these properties be specified at the end nodes of each
element and assumes that they vary linearly between the end nodes. The final integration
along the element length involves products of the shape functions and their derivatives and
is effected numerically using Gaussian integration. A list of the cross-section area integrals
required in the analysis is given in Reference 39.

In order to determine the contributions to the stiffness matrix and the nodal forces

due to blade rotation one first defines the position vector of a point on the blade in blade
coordinates,

R(X,Y,Z) = XI+YJ+ZK

fx0t { xio-utor, X = YO + [Trot] v+_cos(l$+O)-_sin([$+O) (5.19a)

Z Z0 w+TI sin(j3+e)+{_cos(_+e)

which in local coordinates is,

Y = [Trot] T YO + v+llcos(_+e)-_sin(_+e)
ZO w+T! sin(_+e)+_cos(_+O)

(5.19b)

where Xie is the distance along the elastic axis of the element containing the point. Then

the body force at any point on the blade due to rotation is:

f = -p (ilK) x {(ilK) x R } (5.20)

where p is the density of the blade material, and the unit vectors are aligned with the global
axes. When expressed in the local co-ordinate system of a particular element, this becomes,
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I fx 0Yot
ilOOlf xic ut+ 0 1 0 [Trot] v+_cos([3+0)-_sin([3+0) ) (5.21)

0 0 0 w+TIsin([_+0)+_cos(_+0)

The moment about a point on the element elastic axis, Pea = XeaI+YeaJ+Zea K, due to

the rotational force acting on a volume element located at R somewhere on the blade is,

m-- (R-Rea)xfdAdx (5.22)

The net forces and moments at a point on the elastic axis defined by Xea are:

R

f(x,y,z) dA } dX (5.23a)

_ [R(X,Y,Z) - Rea(Xea,Yea,Zea)] x f(X,Y,Z) dA } dX

(5.23b)

where R is the value of Xea at the blade tip. The domain of integration extends from

Xea to the blade tip since the net force and moment vectors vanish at the blade tip.

The virtual work expression for the net blade rotation forces undergoing virtual
deformations that accounts for the geometric stiffening effects is stated (see Ref. 40):

,t

W_r -- J {F x (v'Sv'+w'Sw') + Myy 8(v"0) + Mzz 8(w"0)

1
+ Q0'8(0') + _ Mxx 8(v"w'-w"v') } dxie (5.24)

Here,

Q - A Fx (y2 + z 2) dA (5.25)

and the terms, F x , M x , My, and M z are simply the local components of the net
forces and moments due to rotauon summed over the portion of blade lying outboard of the

point Xie on the elastic axis. Note that the first term in Equation 5.24 represents the usual
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additionalstiffening due to an axial force. The virtual work contribution for this fast term
may be viewed as a differential moment arising from structural deformation,

dM z = Fx(v'dx) and dMy = Fx(-w'dx), moving through virtual rotations, 8v' and

_i(-w'). Note also that neglecting the virtual work term, Equation 5.24, wiU lead to totally

erroneous results since geometric stiffening plays a major role in the range of angular
velocities typical for helicopters. In fact, failure to retain of Equation 5.24 results in a
softening of the blade, which is clearly incorrecL

Equations 5.19 to 5.24 contain all of the information necessary for the computation
of [ K r ] . The remaining procedure is laborious, hut straightforward and is briefly
summarized below:

* Resolve all forces, moments, and position vectors appearing in the above
equations, Equations 5.19 to 5.24, in the local element coordinate system.

• Substitute for all occurrences of u, v, w, and 0, and their derivatives using

Equations 5.5 and 5.4.

* Replace sin(IB+0) and cos(_l+0) by the small 0 approximations.

• Substitute for f, m x , F x , M, and Q in Equation 5.24 and discard all terms

of order higher than 2.

• Carry out the cross-section area integrations. As in the computation for [ K E ],

this area integral can be directly expressed in terms of certain cross-section properties.

Since the blade material density, p, is now present in the analysis these cross-section

properties will be quantities such as the mass per unit length, cross-sectional center of
mass, torsional moment of inertia per unit length, etc. The complete list of parameters
needed is given in Reference 39.

• Finally, evaluate Equation 5.24. Judicious use of integration by parts where
possible simplifies the evaluation of Equation 5.25. For example, the first term,

J {Fx (v'Sv'+w'Sw') dxie = Fx(xie) J v'Sv'+w'Sw'dg

j+ fx { (v'Sv'+w'_iw') dp.} dxie

Xie=_

Xie=0

(5.26)

The quantity (v'Sv'+w'Sw') is easily evaluated from Equation 5.7 in terms of the element

shape functionsand thegeneralizedvectorof nodal displacements, {q}. Thus the integral

contained in the brackets {*} can be written down analytically. The final integration along

the element from Xie=O to Xie--_ is done by Gaussian integration.

• The final expression for the virtual work due to blade rotation is of the form:
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where

wer = {q}T[ Kr ]{q} (5.27)

[Kr ] is the additional geometric stiffening matrix and is proportional to _2 .

5.2.2 Derivation of Element Mass Matrix

The mass matrix is derived from the Kinetic Energy expression for the element. The

velocity of any point on the blade is a combination of deformation velocities and velocities
due to the steady blade rotation:

/I DR= -_ + f_K x R (5.28a)

where O(*)/'dt refers to rates of change occurring relative to axes rotating with the blade.

The components of R in the local dement coordinates are:

Ry = v-[rlsin(13+O)+;cos(13+O)] 0

Rz R+[rlcos(_+0)-{sin(13+O)]0

[ooo]/ xo+[Trot] T f_ 0 0 Y0 + [Trot]

ooo Zo
x+uv+rlcos(l_+O)-_sin(_+O)

w+rlsin(13+O)+_cos(lS+O)

(5.28b)

The kinetic energy for the element is,

KE = _ p{ l_x 2 + Ry 2 + l_z 2 ] dA dx (5.29)

Again the actual computation of the knietic energy is lengthy, but straightforward. One

replaces the sin(*) and cos(*) by their small O angle approximations, substitutes for the

occurrences of u, v, w, and O and their time derivatives in Equation 5.28 and inserts

theres,ltingexpressionsfor Rx, Ry, and /_, intoEquation5.29.Thetimederivatives:
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0
U

(5.30)

Performing the integration over the cross-sectional area, A, in Equation 5.29 yields an
expression containing mass properties of the cross-section similar to those cited previously
in the computation of the stiffness matrix due to blade rotation. The kinetic energy now has

the following form:

1J q}T[A2] {q } +K.E. = _" { f_ { q}T[A1]{q]

+ £_2 ( {q}T[A0]{q } + {q}T{B0} + CO ) dx (5.31)

where [A 2 ], [A 1] , [A0] , {B 0} , and CO are appropriately dimensioned and axe

functions of the element interpolation polynomials and cross-sectional properties. The
standard application of the variational calculus in Hamilton's Principle then results in:

8(K.E.) = - {Sq}T 0J"[A2]{q }
+ f2([Al]-[Al]T){q} - f22([A0] {q}+{B0} ) dx

or, 8(K.E.) =- {_i} T ( [M] {q} + [G]{q} + [KT]{q} - {frot} ) (5.32)

where, [M] = _ [A2] dx ; [G] = f_--d [A1]'[A1]T dx

[KT] = f12d [A0] dx

(5.33)

and
{frot} = f22 J {B0 } dx

[M] is recognized as the mass matrix for the element, [(3] is an anti-symmetric gyroscopic
matrix, [KT] contributes to the stiffness matrix, and {frot} represents the nodal forces

due to blade rotation. It is pointed out that the matrix, [KT], and nodal force vector,

{frot}, could also be obtained by considering the body force due to blade rotation, f, as a

distributed external force. Imposing virtual displacements upon the blade under this
distributed load results in the formation of an external work term:
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+ fySV + fzSw + (Yfz " Zfy)80 dA dxi¢ (5.34)

Substituting for the forces, fx, fy, fz via Equation5.21, replacing the deformations, u, v,

w, and 0 by their approximations, Equation 5.5, and evaluating the integral reproduces

the [K T] and {frot} derived via the Hamilton's Principle.

It is easy to show that the gyroscopic term [G]{q} does no work, i.e., it

introduces no damping. The elements of [G] are small in comparison to the
corresponding mass and stiffness matrix components, and their contribution to the overall
solution is to shift the natural frequencies slightly and introduce a small degree of coupling
between the modes obtained when neglecting [G] . If the gyroscopic terms were to be
retained in the eigencalculation for mode shapes and frequencies, this would entail
substantial increase in the programming complexity involved in the eigencalculation. It was

judged that the additional computational effort involved in accounting for gyroscopic terms
is unjustified in light of their relative unimportance in the context of helicopter forward
flight dynamic analysis. Hence, in RotorCRAFT the gyroscopic terms have been
neglected.

5.2.3 Assembly of the Global Mass and Stiffness Matrices

The element matrices obtained above are employed in the formation of the

corresponding global matrices for the complete helicopter blade. The assembly process
involves two sub-procedures: the first involves referring the elemental matrices and nodal
forces to the global axes, and the second defines the array indexing that relates the local
degrees of freedom for each dement to the global ones.

Rotation of the element matrices and nodal forces into a global coordinate frame is

accomplished in the standard manner:.

[ Kglobal ] = [TGL] [ Klocal ] [TGL] T

{Fr°t} global = {Fr°t }local [TGL] T

; [ Mglobal ] = [TGL] [ Mlocal ] [TGL] T

as may be easily verified by noting that the kinetic and potential energies and the virtual
work are independent of the choice of reference frame. Here, [TGL] is the transformation

matrix described in Section 5.2 relating local and global generalized d.o.f.:

{Xglobal } = [TGL] {qlocal } •

The blade elements are then laid end to end in sequence from blade root to blade tip.
Global deformations are defined as outlined in Equations 5.9 and 5.10. However, the

ordering of the global degrees of freedom is different from the local ones, Equation 5.4.
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Each element degree of freedom is associated with a global one via an indexing array or
splay matrix, C(k,ie), where k is the local degree of freedom (k=1,2,...14), ie is the
element number, and C(k,ie) is the global degree of freedom. Having specified a C(k,ie)
for each element then the global matrices may be constructed by 'splaying' components of
the elemental mass and stiffness matrices into their corresponding positions in the global
matrices. For example, the [i,j] entry of the elemental stiffness matrix for finite element,
ie, is added to the [ CO,ie),C(j,ie) ] entry of the global stiffness matrix. In like manner,
the global nodal force vector is built up from nodal forces for each element.

It remains to specify the actual ordering of the global degrees of freedom. Degrees
of freedom are numbered upwards starting at the blade root. Using the definitions for

global displacements and rotations given in Section 5.2, Equations 5.9 and 5.10, the global
degrees of freedom are summarized in Table 5-1 (see also Fig. 5-4).

Thus far, the boundary conditions at the root have not been imposed, and some of
the root degrees of freedom are eliminated when these are applied. For articulated blades, it
is implicitly assumed in RotorCRAFT that the blade is freely hinged in both flap and lag
directions, but that the remaining degrees of freedom at the root - the three translational
displacements and the twist about the X axis - are constrained. Thus, the rows and
columns of the global mass and stiffness matrices corresponding to these four degrees of
freedom are removed prior to conducting the modal analysis. For cantilevered blades, by
definition all root deformations are zero and thus all six degrees of freedom at the root are
similarly eliminated. However, although the rows and columns corresponding to the
constrained degrees of freedom are removed when computing the natural blade modes, they
are employed when determining the inertia forces introduced due to cyclic pitching.

Let the global mass and stiffness matrices for the blade be given by:

ice : icr

I I%c : I%r; K = ...... (5.35)

Krc Krr

where the matrices have been partitioned into submatrices associated with constrained and

unconstrained nodal degrees of freedomrespectively. Submatrices, [Mrr] and [Krr] are

the mass and stiffness matrices for unconstrained deformations and are used in computing
modal properties. The constrained degrees of freedom are associated with the translational
deformations, U, V, and V, and also the twist rotation, R X , at the blade root. For

cantilevered beams, the constrained degrees of freedom also include the rotations, Ry and

R Z . Of particular interest are the matrix partitions associated with the root twist

displacement, 0 c , which shall be required for computing the effects of cyclic pitch.

Although the twist _ is zero at the root, it is clear that there is a finite rigid body
rotation occurring at the root due to cyclic pitching and this will introduce an associated
inertia term into the equations of motion governing the remaining degrees of freedom. This
is expanded upon in Appendix A.
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TABLE 5-1

Specification of the Global Degrees of Freedom For Element, ie.

Global Deformation De m'ee of Freedom

Left-hand node of element, ie:

Mid-node of element, ie:

Right-hand node of element, ie:

V Q8ie-7

RZ Q8ie-6

W QSie-5

Ry QSie-4

RX Q8ie-3

U Q8ie-2

ql0 QSie-1

q13 QSie

V QSie+l

RZ QSie+2

W Qsie+3

Ry QSie+4

RX QSie+5

U Qsie+6
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5.3 Computation of Modal Properties

The dynamic analysis in the RotorCRAFT code is formulated in terms of the
response modes of the blade. Thus, the information contained in the blade mass and
stiffness matrices is used to obtain a set of mode shapes and their corresponding modal

frequencies and masses. The standard computation of these modes entails solving the
generalized eigenvalue problem:

[Krr]{xi}= c0i2[Mrr]{xi} (5.36)

where coi isthe naturalfrequency of the i-thmode, and {xi} is the corresponding

eigenvector,or,mode shape.

Equation 5.36 issolved using the generalizedJacobi iterationmethod which is

efficientand accurate,and can be progrm-mncd compactly. The scheme, which isdescribed
in Reference 42, solvesfor allof the eigenvalues/vcctorssimultaneously. These are then

ordered in ascending frequency,and sortedintothe dominant typeof deformation present

ineach mode: bending (flapand lag),torsionor extension.The number of modes of each

typeretainedin thedynamic analysisinRotorCRAFT isspecifiedby theuser.

Appendix A contains a description of the approach used for carrying out the
computation of the generalized masses and the natural frequencies associated with the rotor
blade. Additional information on the input required for the RototCRAFT dynamic model
can be found in Reference 39. Documentation there and in the Appendix discusses the
requirements for input to the dynamic analysis as well as the provision for optional
computation of modal properties given appropriate inputs on the blade's cross-sectional
properties.
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6. STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE FORWARD FLIGHT AIRLOADS CODE

6.1 Outline

As discussed above, the RotorCRAFT analysis is designed to solve for the
aerodynamic loads on isolated helicopter rotors in steady forward flight. Presently, the
rotor hub is assumed to be fixed in space and the rotor shaft is assumed to be oriented at a
fixed angle with respect to the free stream. Given this and the absence of interference
effects from bodies or other rotors, the analysis in its present form is most easily
characterized as a simulation of wind tunnel experiments. This circumstance has
conditioned the choice of solution method, which is directed at obtaining periodic solutions
for the wake geometry, the blade motion, and the aerodynamics loads. This objective was
judged to be appropriate for this particular effort, given the the focus on steady-state
forward flight. The "transient" solution achieved during the iteration process does not
represent a time-accurate calculation of rotor aerodynamics; only the converged result can
be considered physicaUy valid and consistent. The approach used to obtain this converged
result is now described.

The outermost loop in the iteration process is the computation of the evolution of
the wake geometry over one rotor revolution with blade motion and aerodynamic loading
fixed. The simulation is ordinarily run for a discrete number of rotor revolutions, and
between each revolution the cyclic pitch inputs and the collective are adjusted to meet the
conditions specified by the user for thrust and first harmonic flapping response (ordinarily,
zero first harmonic flapping is desired, though many experimental cases in the literature
have been run with nonzero flapping). This trim procedure represents the second loop
within the overall iteration. Finally, the innermost loop is the calculation of the blade
motion that is consistent with the current values of the control settings; this calculation is
carried out using the dynamic model described in Section 5 and is performed assuming the
wake-induced downwash is fixed at the most recent estimate obtained from the outer loop

involving the wake evolution.

The first step in starting this overall procedure is to determine an initial estimate for
the blade motion and the cyclic controls, using a simple sunuptheory aerodynamic loads
analysis and an estimate of wake-induced velocity based on a simple, prescribed
downwash distribution. Using the blade motion and bound circulation estimates so
generated, the first loop of the analysis proceeds, beginning with a kinematic wake whose
geometry is determined by the free stream and the downwash at the rotor disk. The wake
then is allowed to evolve for one rotor revolution, during which the time history of the
wake-induced flow field at each evaluation point on the rotor blade is computed and stored.
At the end of this revolution, this time history of wake-induced flow is passed to a Unimand
dynamics routine that updates the control settings and the blade motion solution to be
consistent with the free wake flow field.

Using the updated downwash, the program then checks to see ff the first harmonic
components of rigid flapping are within a specified tolerance of the desired level. If not,
the cyclic pitch is adjusted and the blade motion calculation repeated until they are. The
iteration history is tracked and previous results are used to accelerate the convergence
process. Once trim has been achieved, the thrust is checked to see ff it lies within a
specified tolerance of the desired level. If not, the collective is adjusted and the steps just
above are repeated until this condition is met. This process has proved to be sufficiently
robust to handle a wide variety of rotor configurations, as will be evident from the sample
cases presented below. A flow chart of the sequence of events in the trim cycle is given in
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Figure 6-1; more information in the input requirements for the analysis can be found in
Reference 39.

6.2 Blade Dynamics and Trim Procedures

The following discussion supplements the outline just above and provides
additional background information on the operation of the analysis, in particular methods
used to obtain the rotor trim. The determination of the initial blade motion and control

settings (collective and cyclic) to be used with the free wake rotor calculation ordinarily
proceeds in two steps. First, after input and initialization, the strip theory aerodynamic
analysis of the rotor blade is used in conjunction with a harmonic balance dynamic analysis
to determine a preliminary estimate of the blade motion. This calculation uses a simple
inflow downwash model similar to that in from Reference 21 when determining generalized
forces:

w(r,x_)- (2_) D.R (1+ q2 (_) cosx_-I_(Xs)

(6.1)

The harmonic balance solver invokes a blade dynamic model involving only rigid flapping
and fast elastic bending. The calculation is particularly straightforward because of the use
of approximate mode shapes and because of a simple treatment of compressibility effects
that allows analytical evaluation of the generalized forces on the blade. Higher bending
modes and torsional deflection are assumed to be zero for the purpose of this preliminary
calculation.

This strip theory/harmonic balance calculation contains an internal trim iteration so
that the blade motion, bound circulation, and control settings are derived for the specified
flight condition. These values are used to initialize the appropriate quantities for the full

free wake/vortex lattice/finite element calculation. It is sometimes desirable to bypass this
strip theory initialization for repeat calculations at a specified flight condition since the trim
control settings from a prior run will usually provide a better starting point for the overall
trim calculation than an initialization based on the simple flow field model described above.
The implementation of this option is described in Reference 39.

This strip theory blade dynamics analysis was developed originally for the work
described in Reference 13 and was retained as the primary source for blade motion
calculations through the work reported in Reference 15. It has now been superseded by the
dynamic model described in Section 5, though it may still be invoked to provide blade
motion information for free wake calculations, if desired. This capability is useful for
illustrating the effects of the dynamic model of the blade on airload calculations.

This preliminary solution for blade motion is then used as input to the second
portion of the initialization procedure. The trim solution derived from strip theory is used
to drive the vortex lattice model of the rotor blade, but with the wake-induced downwash

still assumed to be in the form #oven in Equation 6.1. The use of the vortex lattice model
will produce new generalized forces, and so a new blade motion and trim solution must be
obtained to produce a consistent calculation.
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Figure 6-1. Flow chart of the RotorCRAFT analysis.
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Figure 6-1 (Cont'd). Flow chart of the RotorCRAFT analysis.
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To obtain this solution, a call is made to a harmonic analysis solution that is more

general than the simple harmonic balance solver described above, one that can
accommodate numerically computed generalized force distributions along the blades. This

solution method is similar in most respects to that described in Reference 5. The structural
displacement of the blade is represented by a summation of orthogonal modes, each

satisfying the equation of motion:

+ 0_iTli= Gi(Tli,_,_)
(6.2)

where Tliisthe modal amplitudeofthe ithmode ¢i(r). The structuraldisplacementis

z(r,¥) = Z _bi(r) Tli(_) i = 1, 2, ..... N m (6.3)
1

Here, COTliisthe frequency (normalized by the bladerotation_ )of mode _i(r)and Gi

isthe corresponding generalizedforce.The G i term containsthe aerodynamic damping.

In orderto solvetheequation usingthe thisapproach,damping isrequiredon theleft-hand

sideof the equation.An additionalartificialdamping term, ci ,isadded to both sidesof

theequation,leaving

brli

F i = Gi + [ci] _ (6.4)

The formulationissimplifiedby Fourier transformingboth the displacements Hi

and the generalizedforces Fi . In the following,the modal subscriptT isdropped for

clarity, but the procedure is applied to each of the modal responses. The solution procedure
ordinarily starts with an initial guess for the harmonics of the Fourier transformed

displacements, _n , based on the strip theory calculation mentioned above. The modal

amplitude _j and amplitude rates brlj/b_ at the azimuth j are obtained from the inverse

Fourier transform of the _n'S . Given the values of vii and brij/'b_ , a new value for the

generalized force Fj is determined at this azimuth-using numerical integration of the
generalized forces over the vortex lattice. The difference between this new value and the

previous value of Fj creates a difference in each of the harmonics of the Fourier

transformed generalized forces, AFn, which is used to update the corresponding _ n'S .

This process is then repeated at the next azimuth j+l using the the new _n'S. After a

complete revolution, the RMS change in the _n'S is evaluated over the previous cycle and

the process is stopped if it is less than 1.0% of the RMS value of the _n'S themselves.

With the blade dynamics converged, the issue of selectingthe pitch controls to

achievethedesiredtrimstatecan bc addressed.Thc optionsarc:

i) For thrust: fixed collective or f_xed CT with collective adjusting until the

requested CT is obtained.
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ii) For f'trst harmonic flapping angles: fixed cyclic inputs Alw and Blw or fixed

f_st harmonic flapping als and bls , with Alw and Blw adjusting until the selected

values for als and bls are obtained.

Once the blade motion has been determined, the problem of adjusting cyclic pitch to achieve

the requested level of flapping is addressed. The partial derivatives _als/_Alw,

_bls/_Alw , _als/_Blw , and _hls/_Blw are determined numerically. If the In'st

harmonics of the rigid flapping mode differ from the user requested values of als and bls

by more than a specified tolerance, Alw and Blw are adjusted according to the

calculated partial derivatives and the blade dynamics equations are re-solved. This process
is repeated until the convergence condition has been satisfied. Once this step has been
completed successfully, the thrust coefficient is checked to see ff it differs from the desLred
value by less than a percentage specified by the user. If it does not, the collective is
adjusted and the steps just described are repeated until it does. The partial derivative

_T/'000 is calculated while iterating in order to facilitate rapid convergence

AH of the steps described to this point in the section are carried out between
revolutions of the main rotor wake. The trim process proceeds with a fixed induced
velocity distribution from the previous cycle of the wake calculation. After the blade
dynamics calculation is complete, the new blade motion and bound circulation distribution
around the azimuth are available for application to the next cycle of the free wake
calculation. The new free wake cycle is performed using updated information on wake-
induced velocity on the blade and around the azimuth. Then the blade dynamics is repeated
once again.

Currently, the user has the option of applying overall convergence criteria to the
complete calculation, as well. The criteria presently in place allow the calculation to be
terminated when the thrust coefficient and the cyclic pitch settings are repeatable from one

free wake revolution to the next within a specified tolerance. Reference 39 contains
substantial additional discussion of the actual implementation and operation of these

procedures within the context of the RotorCRAFT code.
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7. DATA CORRELATION STUDIES

7.1 Objective

As is clear from the discussion in Sections 1 and 2, the primary initial motivation

for the development of the current RotorCRAFT analysis was to capture experimental
results on the unsteady loading on rotor blades, particularly those that influence vibratory
loading. In pursuit of this objective, though, it must be kept in mind that the various

frequency components of rotor loading are closely coupled, and that there is strong
interaction between the relatively high-frequency components of loading that govern
vibratory excitation and the low-frequency components that establish blade trim and the

operating conditions of the rotor. These two problems cannot be easily decoupled and so it
was judged essential to fLrst address the ability of RotorCRAFT to predict the steady and
low-frequency loads that establish rotor trim. Indeed, as the extensive discussion by
Harris in Reference 18 makes clear, even the computation of these quantities is not yet on a

satisfactory basis for day-to-day calculations in the rotorcraft industry.

After carrying out correlations focusing on steady and low-frequency loading,
several correlation exercises pertaining to unsteady loads win be described. These will
include cases in a wide variety of flight conditions and will examine rotor loading at several
representative points on the rotor blades in each configuration. These sample calculations
will provide examples of the wide applicability of the code, but will also note some of the
limitations inherent in both the analysis and the experimental data.

In his review of aerodynamic loads data, Hooper (Ref. 6) noted the relative paucity
of complete and reliable airloads data on modem rotor configurations. The shortcomings
of existing rotor data sets are also discussed by Johnson in Reference 8. A wide variety of
problems with existing data are cited by these reviewers, including sparseness of pressure
transducers for the chordwise integration of loads, incomplete coverage of radial stations,
and excessive levels of unsteadiness and noise, as well as the presence of poorly

documented problems with individual experiments. In spite of these reservations, several
data sets do exist in the public domain that are adequate for illustrating the major feazes of

the performance of the RotorCRAFT analysis. Those limitations in the data that may affect
the conclusions drawn from the correlation will be noted in each case.

Finally, special attention will be paid to a few particular cases of theory/experiment
correlation that illustrate the advantages associated with the implementation of full-span
rotor wake modeling. This will have largely to do with the features of rotor loading that are

captured with this wake model that are absent from more simplified treatments.

7.2 Perf'orm_ce and Trim Calculations

A logicai first step in the study of rotor load correlation is the comparison of
measurements and predictions of integrated rotor loading. A candidate data set for such a
comparison is the record of wind tunnel tests described Reference 43. These tests involved
full-scale experiments on both articulated and teetering rotors and measured integrated
forces and moments for a wide range of shaft angle of attack at advance ratios 0.3,0.4,

and 0.46 . The comparisons shown here will deal only with the four-bladed, articulated
rotors within this data set and will cover the following cases and flight conditions: rotors
with -8" and 0" linear twist, operating at advance ratio 0.3 and 0.4 and at shaft angle of
attack -5", 0", and +5". The rotor configuration and planform for the -8" case is that of
the H-34 main rotor, and the 0" twist rotor was apparently identical except for the lack of
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twist.Theplanformpropertiesare given in Table 7-1; the su_cmral properties of the blade
were not specifically stated there but wcrc assumed to be the same as those given for the
H-34 rotor blade in Reference 44.

The test results in Reference 43 presented integrated rotor lift and propulsive force
coefficients normalized by solidly, as well as integrated pitching moment, rolling moment,
and torque. The shaft axis T, H, and Y forces in the RotorCRAFT output were
resolved into the wind axis system for comparison to these results. Calculations for a

range of collective pitch inputs (all trimmed to zero first harmonic flapping, as was
stipulated in Reference 43) were carried out and the comparison to experimental results are
shown below.

The configuration selected for the model was kept relatively simple for these
calculations. The vortex lattice used on the blades consisted of thirty quadrilaterals

spanwise and a single quad chordwise. The default settings for the core size were selected
and no adjustment was made during the course of these calculations. The wake structure
featured a maximum of 16 filaments trailing from Zone 1 and a maximum of six from the

tip filament region, Zone 2. One turn of full-span free wake was used along with one turn
of the free wake extensions. Additional far wake was added during numerical experiments,
but the change in rotor loading due to the addition of rotor wake beyond two turns was
negligible for the cases examined. NACA 0012 airfoil section data was available in C81
format for use in la'oviding drag characteristics. The structural and dynamic parameters of
the blade were input to aUow the code to compute the blade's mode shapes and natural
frequencies. The dynamic model of the blade called for three out-of-plane modes (rigid
flapping, plus two elastic bending modes). The computation used twenty four time steps
per revolution and most of the cases discussed below were found to converge well within
three rotor revolutions.

Figure 7-1 shows the correlation of rotor lift and torque for the case of advance
ratio 0.3, blade twist of -8", and shaft angles of -5", 0", and +5"; the plot shows the

predicted curve as well as the experimentally measured points. The correlation is close
over the range of collective pitch settings examined, though the predictions have a tendency

to overpredict torque over most of this range. The rise in power required that accompanies
stall appears to be captured, though the power rise begins slightly earlier than the data
suggests that it should. The fact that the difference between predictions and experiment is
reasonably consistent across the span for all lift coefficients suggests that profile power
may be overestimate_ One possible source for such an overestimation is the absence of tip
relief in the drag calculation. At present, there is no allowance for a reduction in the
effective Mach number in the tip region. Limited numerical experiments with this issue
have indicated that reasonable approximations to tip effects provide an effect of the right
sign to account for overprediction of torque though the magnitude may be too small. Also,
since the largest errors appear around the onset of stall, it may be that the current approach
m modeling the aerodynamic loads in the presence of blade stall may be inadequate. The
discussion in the summary below will briefly describe work that is underway to improve
the stall model. In addition, the sectional drag data from the airfoil tables may be in error.

Figure 7-2 shows similar results for the case of the rotor with untwisted blades,
again at advance ratio 0.3. Largely the same results are observed: a close tracking of the
predicted power coefficient with some small overprediction across the full range of the data

observed, except for a tendency to underprediction at high thrust levels. Figures 7-3 and
7-4 show more restricted comparisons of the predicted and measured power over the thrust
range of interest at advance ratio 0.4 ; the figures show results for the twisted and
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TABLE 7-1

SPECIFICATIONSOFTHE H-34MAIN ROTOR

Numberof Blades

Radius

Chord

Sohdity

Root Cutout

Flap Hinge Location

Twist

Airfoil

Rotor Angular Velocity

4

28.0 ft

1.366 ft (constant)

.0622

16% of radius

3.7% of radius

-8" (Linear)

NACA 0012

Variable in flight tests
23.2 rad/sec in wind
runnel tests
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untwisted blade, respectively, for the case of _ = O". These comparisons show much the
same trends as the results of the calculations at advance ratio 0.3.

Along with integrated performance, the prediction of rotor blade motion is
important to the understanding of rotor trim. The prediction of the blade's flapping motion
is in general a more sensitive calculation than the computation of integrated loading. This is
particularly true at low forward speeds, where the calculation of the effects of the distorw.a:l
rotor wake and its interaction with the blades has a strong influence on the blade motion.
This sensitivity was well documented in an experimental study using a model rotor (Ref.
45). This test used a model rotor whose specifications are summarized in Table 7-2. The
test was carried out in the Boeing Helicopters V/STOL wind tunnel using a four-bladed
model rotor;, the forces and moments on the rotor as well as the blade's coning and flapping
motion were recorded for a series of runs from advance ratio 0.0 to 0.24. The runs to be

discussed here were carried out at essentially a constant thrust level of CT/O of 0.08, with

the shaft angle varied to keep aTPr, at approximately 1.0".

The test was carried out on a balance simulating the rear pylon of a tandem
helicopter, so the results may well contain body interference effects. The discussion in
Reference 45 does not elaborate on this possibility, though several data points described as
being taken in a "previous isolated rotor test " are presented. In addition, the measured
lateral flapping presented in a nominal hover condition of advance ratio 0.0 was 0.34",
suggesting some type of interference effect. Finally, the discussion in Reference 45 quotes
a measurement accuracy of 0.25" on the flapping angles presented. Even though there are
substantial experimental unccrtaindes associated with this data, the qualitative results of this
experiment and their importance to the issues of low speed trim are not in doubt, as is
discussed at length in Reference 11.

Several computational efforts (including Refs. 11 and 46) have focused on
recovering the flapping behavior measured in this test. Previous work in Reference 46
showed the sensitivity of the predicted flapping to the choice of tip vortex core size with a
single-tip-vortex wake model. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, one objective of the present
effort was to reduce the role of vortex core size as a modelling parameter. The calculations

presented here for low speed trim all use the default core selection procedure described
earlier, namely that the core size of each filament adjusts according to the spacing of the
filament release points. For these particular calculations, a "floor" or minimum allowable
core size of .02R was selected for all filaments.

For these calculations, a vortex lattice with 30 quadrilaterals spanwise and one
chordwise was used. The blade dynamics model used a three-mode approximation, with
the rigid flapping, first elastic bending, and first elastic torsion mode included. The wake
model featured one turn of full span free wake, three turns of free wake extensions, and

included the far wake summation described in Section 3. The full-span wake model used a
maximum of 12 filaments in Zone 1 and two filaments in Zone 2 (the appearance of
negative tip loading was not anticipated in these calculations and was not, in fact,
observed).

Figure 7-5 shows the measured and computed lateral flapping angles for a series of
cases from advance ratio 0.06 to 0.24. Error bars corresponding to the nominal 0.25"
experimental uncertainty in angle measurement are used with the data points. As is evident,
the computations fall well within the error bars for the whole range of the test. The peak
lateral flap amplitude was observed at advance ratio 0.08, as in the experiment, but the
trend to reduced flapping at lower speeds could not be reproduced because of poorly
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TABLE 7-2

SPECIFICATIONSOFFLAPPINGTESTMODEL ROTOR

Number of Blades 4

Radius 2.73 ft

Chord 0.19 ft

Solidity .0892

Root C'utout 19.2% of radius

Flap Hinge Location 2.3 % of radius

Twist -9.14" 0.,inear)

Airfoil 23010-1.58

Rotor Angular Velocity 164.8 rad/sec
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convergedtime-marching solutions. The lowest speed for which a meaningful answer for
blade motion could be obtained was advance ratio 0.06 ; this case required nine rotor
revolutions to converge, while eight were used for advance ratio 0.08 to 0.12 and five
for all cases with higher advance ratio. The poor convergence properties of low advance
ratio cases was anticipated and is discussed in Reference 11. With a Lagrangian wake
model such difficulties are inevitable at low speed, though new methods like that
documented in Reference 47 may ultimately offer a way to circumvent them.

Figure 7-6 shows the results for predicted and measured longitudinal flap angle,
and again the predictions fall within the nominal error bars. The good con'elation achieved
with both lateral and longitudinal flapping at low speed, along with the results presented on
integrated performance above, indicate that the full-span wake model captures many of the
important features of the wake-induced flow field for both high and low speed flight.

7.3 H-34 Flight Test

Reference 48 contains tabulated measurements of aerodynamic loading on an H-34
main rotor in flight tests in a wide variety of flight conditions. For purposes of the present

correlation study, two of these cases were selected. The first was a low forward speed case
with advance ratio 0.13 and shaft angle of attack -0.7" (Flight 6 of the cases considered in
Ref. 48). The Second case was at a relatively high advance ratio of 0.29 at a shaft angle
of attack of -6.9" (Fright 19 in Ref. 48).

The physical description of the rotor blades used here is almost identical to that
given in Table 7-1. Here, the blades were equipped with a trailing edge tab that was
deflected 4" upward between r/R - 0.85 and 0.9 . (The effect of this tab is neglected in
the calculations that follow). The experimental installation for these tests featured pressure
transducers placed chordwise along the blade at five to eleven radial stations from 0.25R to
0.95R. The time-varying lift force was integrated at each of these stations, and the
resulting sectional loads are presented in tabular form in Reference 48, along with harmonic
analysis of these loads and of the pitch and flap motion of the rotor blade.

The calculations carried out for each of these cases trimmed the rotor using the
information on gross weight, air density, and tip speed given in Reference 48. The H-34
used in these tests had a variable RPM rotor, so the tip speed in general changed with each
flight condition. The tip speed varied for most of the experiments; for the 0.13 case the
tip speed was 648 fps, while for the 0.29 case it was 690 fps. The thrust coefficient for
the 0.13 case was 0.0047, and for the 0.29 case it was 0.0056. In each of the

calculations, the rotor was trimmed to zero first harmonic flapping to simulate the zero hub
moment condition of an aircraft in free flight. Reference 48 notes that the pressure
transducers on the blade were subject to a 4.5" phase lag; the results below have been
phase-shifted to eliminate this effect.

The computations were carried out with a model configuration identical to that
employed for the full-scale H-34 rotor discussed in the previous section. A 30xl grid of
vortex quadrilaterals was used on the blade and a four-mode dynamic model, consisting of
rigid flapping, the first two elastic bending modes of the blade, and the first elastic torsion
mode. Both cases used 24 time steps per revolution, though the wake model differed
substantially for the two cases. For the low speed case, a wake with twelve filaments in
Zone 1 and two in Zone 2 was used in the full-span wake region, which covered one turn
of wake. After this point, two turns of two-filament free wake extension were employed,
followed by two prescribed turns in the intermediate wake and finally the analytical
summation of the far wake influence. In the high speed case, on the other hand, only two
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turns of wake were used: one mm of full-span free wake using 16 filaments in Zone 1 and
six in Zone 2, and a second turn of two-filament free wake extension. It was observed that
five rotor revolutions were required to converge the solution at advance ratio 0.13, while
three sufficed in the 0.29 case because of the convection dominance of the free stream.
Default core sizes were used in all cases.

In each case, airloads were computed at four radial stations: r/R = 0.75, 0.85 ,

0.9 , and 0.95. The results for the 0.13 case are shown in Figure 7-7. Both the data
and the calculation display the 'peaky' loads in the first and fourth quadrants characteristic
of wake interactions with the rotor in low speed flight. For this case, the correlation for
radial stations 0.75, 0.85, and 0.9 is quite close, indicating that the wake-induced

effects in low speed are being captured well. At r/R = 0.95 , however, substant#d
underprediction of loads occurs on the retreating side. The cause of this is unclear, though
the neglect of the moments caused by the trailing edge tab may be one reason. A trailing
edge tab deflected upwards would lead to a nose-up pitching moment that could contribute
to an increase in sectional loading near the tip.

The results for the advance ratio 0.29 case are shown in Figure 7-8, and they

exhibit consistently good correlation with the measured loads. However, the loads
experienced in this particular flight condition have less of the high-frequency loading than
the wind tunnel tests of an isolated rotor discussed in Reference 44, as will be discussed

below.

7.4 SA-349 Flight Test

The source for the data used in these comparisons is Reference 49, which

documents flight tests undertaken in 1986 featuring an SA-349. This helicopter has a three
bladed rotor with blades of radius 17.2 ft. and chord 1.15 ft. Each blade has five degrees
of washout between the blade cutout and the 92.5% radial station, with an untwisted

planform outboard of that point. The flight tests covered a wide range of operating
conditions from advance ratios 0.14 up to 0.38 and included eases in turmng flight. The
level flight case presented here pertains to a rotor at advance ratio 0.14 and a thrust
coefficient of 0.00427.

The blades were instrumented with pressure transducers at three radial stations
(r/R = 0.75 , 0.88 , and 0.97) to provide chordwise load distributions, and these

pressure distributions were integrated to produce the sectional normal force. Reference 49
provides filtered frequency spectra of both the normal force and the pitching moment at
each of the stations, drawn from time histories averaged over six rotor revolutions. As

discussed by Johnson in Reference 8, the data is subject to considerable unsteadiness and
noise, and so the repeatability of particular details of the rotor load time history is .u:ncerta_.".
In these cases, the primary focus of the correlation study should be on capturing me major
features of the loading as closely as possible.

The structural properties of the SA349 rotor blade were taken from the ap.pendices
of Reference 49, and they were used in the computation of the modal properties of the
blades. In each of the calculations below, three bending modes (rigid flappin.g and the first
two elastic bending modes) as well as the first elastic torsion mode were retmned. Default
core size selection was again invoked.

The case considered was Test 2 of Reference 49 (advance ratio 0.14, CT/(I = .067).

These calculations were run with one turn of full-span free wake and two turns of free
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wake extensions; two turns of prescribed wake were also used, and the far field wake
summation was invoked. The blade loading solutions were found to be adequately
converged after five rotor revolutions.

Figure 7-9 shows the predicted and measured time histories of nondimcnsional
airload for this case. As is evident, the agreement is good for nearly all azimuthal
locations, r/R--0.75 and r/R=0.97 . The correlation at r/R=0.88 is worse in certain

particulars, notably in overpredicting the loads in the vicinity of the 180" azimuthal station.
It is noteworthy that Johnson in Reference 8 shows a similar overprediction in this region.
This may suggest that a problem exists with the data, or that there is a shared flaw in the
analysis of Reference 8 and the current version of RotorCRAFT.

7.5 H-34 Wind Tunnel Test

In Reference 6, Hooper discussed the measured airloads from a wind runnel test of

a fuR-scale H-34 main rotor (Ref. 44). This data set represents one of the few relatively
complete data sets that are available for correlation studies in the technical literature. As
Hooper notes, the airload data clearly exhibits some of the dominant mechanisms that lead

to large vibratory airloads in high-speed forward flight and thus is a very useful point of
reference for correlation efforts. However, the experimental report indicates that the H-34
wind tunnel tests were run with a control system that caused the cyclic pitch of two of the
rotor blades to differ from that applied to the other two. This "split tip-path plane"
introduces an unwelcome ambiguity into the interpretation of the trim condition for the test.

In addition, examination of the spanwise load distribution in the experimental data

reveals an unusual feature in the tip loading. Figure 7-10 shows plots of the
nondimensional thrust measured for the H-34 at the following radial stations: 0.25R,

OAR, 0.55R, 0.75R, 0.85R, 0.9R, and 0.95R. Note the presence of a 'notch' in
the loading distribution at the 0.9R station. The presence of this feature is somewhat
counterintuitive, since one would typically expect a smoother roll-off in the loading near the
tip, particularly for azimuth angles around 0". This feature may be due to a systematic
experimental problem, such as a biased measurement device or poor calibration. It is also
possible that it can be attributed to an actual physical phenomenon, such as the irregular tip
loading due to side edge separation noted in Reference 50.

The principal physical characteristics of the H-34 blade were given in Table 7-1; the
rotor tested here featured -8" of linear twist. The rotor's angular velocity for this test was
23.2 rad/sec, yielding a rotor tip speed of 650 fps, or roughly Mach 0.58 at standard
sea-level conditions. This tip speed is relatively low by the standards of modem rotorcraft,

but even so is high enough to produce transonic flow on the advancing tip for flight
conditions for advance ratios near 0.4 . Appendix B discusses some of the experimental
uncertainties that can be introduced due to the presence of shock waves in transonic flow
for such cases.

Calculations for the H-34 were undertaken using a blade dynamics model that
included three out-of-plane bending modes (rigid flap mode and two elastic bending modes)

as well as the first elastic torsion mode. Lag motion was neglected since it was judged
unlikely that it would contribute significantly to vibratory airloading in this configuration.
In each case, the computations were trimmed to the measured thrust coefficients and first
harmonic flapping amplitudes given in the experimental results; in all cases, the nominal
thrust coefficient was very nearly 0.0037. For the computations to be discussed in this

section, a vortex lattice grid using three quadrilaterals chordwise and 30 spanwise was used.
The default core size option was also invoked, and the calculations were run using the
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option of looking up two-dimensional moment coefficients rather than computing the results
from the vortex lattice solution itself.

The computations to be discussed here focus on three cases at advance ratio 0.39 :

shaft angles of attack -5", +5" , and 0" After reviewing the results for airload
predictions in the fn'st two cases, the results of the 0" case will be examined in detail to

explore the role of the full-span wake model in the prediction of vibratory airloading. The
0" case was chosen for particular attention since it involves very close interaction of the
rotor wake with following blades, and thus the modeling of the rotor wake plays a
particularly important role in these calculations.

All of the calculations shown below were performed using 24 time steps per
revolution, though the predictions were Fourier-decomposed and reconstructed using only
the fh'st ten harmonics of the rotor rotation frequency. This was done to match the
harmonic resolution of the experimental data. Also, the measurements include a five degree
phase lag attributable to the pressure measurement system; the plots of the measured data
that follow have not been adjusted to allow for this lag.

Figure 7-11 shows the measured and predicted time histories of the nondimensional
thrust loading at five radial stations for the -5" case. At r/R = 0.4 and 0.55, the

agreement is very close, with the only significant differences appearing in the vicinity of

V = 0" . The results at r/R ffi 0.75 show a significant phase error, though the levels are

well predicted; part of the phase error can be accounted for from the experimental lag just
described, but it does appear that the prediction leads the measurement nonetheless. At
r/R = 0.85, the level is significantly off and a phase error persists, though the level close to
the tip ( r/R =0.95 ) is well captured.

Largely similar results appear in Figure 7-12, depicting the correlation at +5 shaft
angle of attack. The results at the inboard sections shown in 7-12a and 7-12b are well
predicted, though more significant errors appear at r/R - 0.75 . Here, the size of an "up-

down" pulse in the vicinity of ¥ = 0" is overpredicted and the phasing of the loading on

the advancing side is in considerable error. However, both features improve for stations

nearer the tip, as shown in Figures 7-12d and 7-12e; the size of the pulse in the _ = 0"

region is closer to experiment and the phasing of the loading becomes considerably closer.
Figure 7-13 shows a similar pattern for the loading in the case of 0" shaft angle of attack;
close correlation inboard and near the tip, with more significant errors in level and phasing
for intermediate stations.

7.6 Contributions of FuR-Span Modeling in Airload Calculations

These results indicated that many of the features of the airloading are being captured
for the H-34 case. A topic of special interest at this point is the source of the aerodynamic
loading that contributes to vibratory loads on the rotor. This section focuses on one

particular case and discusses in detail the influence of the current full-span wake model and
the vortex lattice blade model on the prediction of the components of the rotor loading that
contribute to vibration. The H-34 is a four-bladed rotor, and so the 3P, 4P, and 5P

(three-, four-, and five-per-revolution) components of the aerodynamic loading will be the
primary contributors to vibratory loads at the rotor hub. The fn'st priority in this
discussion is to identify the physical mechanisms leading to such loading.
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First note Figure 7-14, which shows the top view of the wake structure for the
H-34 rotor and points out the major features of the vortex wake, including several closed
loops corresponding to the wake of the negatively loaded tip vortex zone as wed as the
inboard wake, composed of several filaments trailing from the inboard portion of the
blade. While providing substantial details of the structure of the wake, this figure only
shows the wake of one blade at one instant and so is of limited usefulness in understanding
the time varying flow field that characterizes blade/wake encounters. Figure 7-15 does not
contain the complete details of the full-span wake, but it does show the major features of

the wake of all of the blades as they interact with the reference blade (shaded black). The
top portion of Figure 7-15 shows the time history of the upwash velocity (positive opposite
the shaft Z axis) at the r/R=0.95 station on the reference blade for the shaft angle 0" case
described in Figure 7-13. The letters A-D correspond to the various major wake/blade
encounters around the azimuth.

Event A corresponds to the passage of the tip of the reference blade over the tip
vortex wailed from a previous blade when passing through the third quadrant. Event B
occurs because of the strong upwash/downwash experienced by the blade as it passes over
the root vortex system. At the time indicated by Event C, the downwash induced by the
combined effect of the root vortex and tip vortex systems at the reference blade is beginning
to diminish, gradually reversing into an upwash velocity as the blade tip encounters the
flow field generated by the opposite sign vonicity that wails from the negatively loaded tip
region (Event D); note the the existence of negative loading at the tip in Figure 7-13e.

Because no flow field measurements are available for correlation to the predictions
given in Figure 7-15, their validity can only be inferred through comparison to the loading
data. Comparing the time history of upwash to the complete loading time history in Figure
7-13e suggests the wake-induced loading does behave much as indicated in Figure 7-15.

However, the relationships involved are still clearer if only the higher harmonics of the
airloads are plotted. Figure 7-16 shows both the predicted and measured time histories of
alrload at r/R = 0.95 with the lower harmonics (0,1, and 2 ) removed. These residual

higher harmonics are those that would generate the vibratory loads transmitted to the
fuselage. Despite the complication introduced by the participation of su'ucural deflection in
the higher harmonic loading, the correspondence of the loading events to the wake-induced
upwash is clear.

The predicted loading associated with event A in Figure 7-15 shows up in Figure
7-16, but it appears that the analysis overpredicts the size of this event. The characteristic
up/down loading on the advancing side also is present, though its phasing leads the data by
somewhat more than the five degrees of phase lag that can be accounted for in the data.
The level of loading in this event is well predicted, an encouraging circumstance since
many of the analyses discussed by Hooper in Reference 6 failed to achieve even qualitative
correlation with the higher harmonic loading in this data set.

Another important feature of the higher harmonic loading is captured, namely the
large up-down pulse around azimuth angle 0. Figure 7-15 makes clear that this event is

associated with the passage of the blade over the portion of the wake composed of inboard
trailing filaments. The presence of this detailed model of the inboard wake is thus clearly
important for accurate reconstruction of the higher harmonic loading in this case. The
importance of this mechanism suggests that the inboard wake deserves more detailed

attention than it has received in rotor wake analyses to date. Analyses that use a single free
tip vortex and smear out the inboard wake into a few large-core vortex filaments will miss
this feature entirely, and it is clear that this interaction event makes a significant contribution
to higher harmonic loading.
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In order to understand the mechanisms involved in these wake blade interactions

more clearly, additional calculations were carried out with the intention of highlighting the
contributions of various parts of the wake to the higher harmonic loading. This was
accomplished by artificially inflating the vortex core size of filaments trailing from various
portions of the blade. The results of this exercise are summarized in Figure 7-17. In
Figure 7-17a, the baseline calculation of higher harmonics airloads for the 0" shaft angle
case are shown along with the results of two supplementary calculations that were carried
out with the core sizes for the trailing vortices set to one rotor radius, which should

effectively delete their role in the calculation. The first case (labeled "tip vortices deleted")
involved using this core adjustment on the vortices trailing from Zone 2 as well as the
f'flaments trailing from the outer half of Zone I, while leaving the remaining cores at the
default sizes; the second case ("root vortices deleted") uses the adjusted cores on the
filament on the inner half of Zone I, while using default values for the remainder. In point
of fact, since filaments Irailed from the tip zone often loop around to join up with filaments
from the root zone, this is not a truly consistent procedure for fully deleting the
contributions of portions of the wake, but it does serve to emphasize the role of particular
regions.

Figure 7-17a shows the results of these core modifications; 7-17b repeats them
without the baseline calculation being plotted for clarity of comparison. The deletion of
root vortex effects removes most of the up-down pulse around azimuth angle 0, while

leaving strong contributions from the loading events around V = 90 . This is intuitively

reasonable, since Figure 7-15 indicates that the latter events arc driven largely by
interactions of the blade with wake trailed from the outboard regions of the blade.

Conversely, the deletion of tip vortex events leaves the interaction around V = 0 as the
major loading event; some residual loading in the first quadrant also remains. This
comparison indicams the distinctive role of the inboard wake in the full-span wake model,
and also highlights the contributions of the wake of the tip region. Clearly, both of these
regions can make important contributions to the higher harmonic airloading of the rotor in
high-speed flight conditions.
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8. SUMMARY

One of the primary objectives of this report has been to motivate the development of
a new approach to helicopter rotor free wake modeling and to describe its implementation in
the RotorCRAFF analysis. This description has included a discussion of the principles of
fuLl-span free wake modeling, focusing on the current approach to the discretization of the

wake of the rotor blade into a set of constant-strength vortex f'daments whose spacing and
structure visibly reflect the time history of the loading on the rotor blades. As has been
shown, this approach constitutes an exceptionally general and flexible model for the rotor
wake of helicopters in both high-speed and low-speed flight.

Along with the description of the fundamental full-span model, another topic of
interest has been the extension of this basic approach to include the potentially important
effects of the far wake without impairing computational efficiency. The approach taken to
this issue has featured the combination of a freely distorting two-filament extension of the
full-span wake, several prescribed turns of discrete filamentary wake, and an analytical
summation of remaining far wake effects for completeness. This combination of models
will allow users of the RotorCRAFT analysis to tailor the structure of the far wake model to
fit the particular flight condition of interest and to adapt to constraints on CPU time.
Another important innovation in this last regard is the implementation of vortex elements

based on Analyti.'cal Numerical Matching (ANM). Though not yet fully tested, sample
problems run to (:late have indicated that free wake calculation using ANM may be expected
to run in 30 to 50 percent less time than calculations using BCVEs with little or no sacrifice

in accuracy. The ANM wake model may be invoked in the current code as an option,
though the use of BCVEs is the preferred approach for the present.

The inclusion of a vortex lattice model of the blade has also been described, as have
the modifications undertaken to the basic lattice model to incorporate the effects of viscous
drag, yawed flow, and stall. The stall model currently in place has been found to produce
qualitatively reasonable behavior in regions of high lift and is judged to be a substantial
improvement relative to unmodified lattice models, which allow arbitrarily high generation
of lift. As noted in Section 4, the current stall model directly replaces segments of the
vortex lattice in stall with segments loaded according to two-dimensional tabulated

coefficients. This approach can lead to sharp gradients in load at the boundary of stalled
regions and so can produce unrealistic load distributions in some cases. An improved stall
model is ctmently being explored that will operate by directly modifying the blade-on-blade
influence coefficients in the vortex lattice solution method to reproduce the nonlinear lift
behavior of particular sections. This improved model should produce smoother and hence
more credible load distributions at stall boundaries and, if successful, will be included in
the follow-on version of RotorCRAFF that is expected in early 1991.

A substantial portion of the discussion here has involved a description of the finite
element structural model of the blade. As is clear from the discussion, this implementation

.permits considerable flexibility in the layout of the blade and introduces an important
increment in sophistication of the model of blade deformation that was absent from earlier

versions of the RotorCRAFT analysis.

The final portion of this report, containing the discussion of correlation runs with
experimental data on rotor loading, was intended to both provide evidence of the code's
suitability for application to challenging problems in rotor load prediction and to identify

areas for further development. The calculations of integrated loading indicate a tendency to
overpredict rotor torque required for a specified rotor lift, and it is speculated that one
source of this overprecLiction is the absence of a compressibility tip relief model. This
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effect and other candidate improvements to the current performance analysis will be

considered as part of a continuing effort to improve the existing code.

As to the predictions of unsteady loading, the current version of RotorCRAFT
produced good correlation with the SA-349 data and the H-34 flight test data, with some
exceptions at particular radial stations. This indicates that RotorCRAFT performs well for
rotors at low to moderate advance ratios. Correlation to high speed runs using the H-34

wind tunnel data set also produced generally favorable results both for overall loading at
inboard stations and for stations near the rotor tip. However, substantial errors in level and

phasing were observed, particularly for the .75R and .85R radial stations. The source of
these errors is a topic of continuing investigation, though the exact extent of the problem is
difficult to judge, given the uncertainties in the airload data measurements discussed in both
Section 7.5 and Appendix B.

The final discussion of higher harmonic loading makes it clear that RotorCRAFT
can capture significant features of the vibratory airloading of the H-34, and that the use of
the full-span wake model is an essential component of this capability. This confirms the
fundamental premise of this work, namely that the use of a full-span wake model is an
essential prerequisite for accurate reconstruction of vibratory airloads in forward flight,

However, it is equally clear that other features of the environment of t)(p.ical rotors, notably
the presence of transonic flow on the advancing side, can also play an important role in the
determination of unsteady loading at high forward speeds. It is anticipated that this topic,
along with enhancement of the current features of the code described above, will be
prominent among the topics addressed in the continuing development of RotorCRAFF.
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APPENDIX A

EIGENCALCULATION SOLUTION METHOD FOR ROTOR BLADE MODAL
PROPERTIES

A.1 Formulation

The eigenvectors, {xi} , specify the nodal displacements that characterize a given

mode shape. It is convenient to interpolate these nodal displacements using the individual
element shape functions to obtain:

_i(r,k)

where, i
r

k=1,2,3
k=4,5,6

refers to the particular mode
radial distance along X-axis of a point on the blade
displacements,U, V, -W in the X,Y,and -Z directions
rotations, R X, Ry and R Z, about the X,Y,Z axes, or equivalently,

twist, 0 X, about X, and slopes, -3Wf_X and _Vf_X, respectively

XYZ are the blade-fixed coordinates as shown in Figure 5-1. Note the negative signs on

the W displacement. Positive W occurs in the positive Z direction. However _i

should contain -W as the third coordinate. The user of the RotorCRAFT code has the

option of specifying the mode shapes explicitly rather than computing these from the blade

stiffness and mass properties. This amounts to evaluating the mode shapes, Oi(r,k), at a

sequence of radial locations, r=r(ir), to define an array:

SHAPES (i,ir,k) = _i( r(ir),k ) (A.1)

The generalized masses are defined as:

GM(i) = {xi} T [ Mrr ] {xi} (A.2a)

(in many eigencalculations GM(i) = 1 by virtue of the way that the eigenvectors are
normalized). If assumed modeshapes have been used then the generalized mass can also be

expressed as:

R

GM(i)- J ¢_G(r){ Oi2(r,1) + ¢2(r,2)+¢D2(r,3)}+ J_(r)¢i2(r,4) dr
(A.2b)

where oG(r) is the mass per unit length along X and J_(r) is the second moment of

inertia per unit length about an axis parallel to the blade X-axis and intersecting the local
m

elastic axis. (Note that ¢_G and JG are referred to the global axes, XYZ, whereas the

cross-section input parameters in the finite element (F.E.) analysis, ¢_ and jm are referred

to the local axes.)
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A.2 Rotation Due to Cyclic Pitch

The cyclic pitch acceleration introduces a forcing term into the modal equations

involving torsional deformations. In order to account for the cyclic pitch at the root
additional information must be furnished.

Let the vector, {r0c } be the vector describing the rigid body displacement of the

structure due to a unit twist at the root. This can be either computed directly from the
geometry of the blade, or from:

{r0c} = - [Krr] -1 [Kr0c] (A.3)

where [Kr0c] is the column of the stiffness matrix associated with the twist degree of

freedom of the root node. This is contained in the matrix partition, [Krc ] , defined in

Equation 5.35. Then the displacement at each node due to rigid body motion arising from

cyclic pitch is simply, {r0c}0c(t ) . Note that the components of the vector, {rOe } , can

also be obtained directly from the geometry as:

U--0 ; V=-P Z ; W=ry

0X = 1 ; Ry =4) ; R Z = 0 (A.4)

where ry and rZ are the perpendicular distances of the elastic axis from the cyclic pitch
axis, X, in the Y and Z directions.

A.3 Modal Equations

The remaining derivation assumes a F.E. setting. However, those quantifies
required as inputs to the code for users desiring to input their own mode shapes are defined
independently of F.E. parameters, as is seen below. The equations of motion defining the
evolution of the DOF, qr(t), are then,

[ Mr0 c :Mrr ] --- + [ Kr0c" Krr ] _. = {Faer°} +

qr

(A.5)

where [MrOc] and [KrOc] are the column of the mass and stiffness matrices associated

with the root twist, {F aer° } are the nodal forces due to aerodynamic loads and {F r°t }
the nodal forces associated with the blade rotation. Note that none of the other constrained

degrees of freedom, U, V, W, etc., at the root enter Equation A.5 since there is no

forcing along these directions. The only non-zero root displacements is 0c • Furthermore,

it is clear that the generalized coordinate vector, {qr}, includes both deformation effects

and the rigid body rotation due to cyclic pitch. Rearranging Equation A.5:
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[Mrr]{qr)+  rrl{qr} =

The elastic deformation variables

motion arising from cyclic pitch:

{q} = {qr}- {rec}0C ;

Then, Equation A.6 becomes,

{Faer°} + {Fr°t} - ( [Mr0c] fie + [Kr0c] 0c ) (A.6)

{q} are determined by subtracting out the rigid body

{q} = {qr}" {r0c}_Jc (A.7)

[Mrr]{q} + [Krr]{q} = {F aer°} + {F r°t}

( [Mr0c]+[Mrr] {r0 c } )0c + ( [Kr0c]+[Krr] {r0c}) 0c

= {Faer°} + {Fr°t} - ( [Mr0c] + [Mrr]{r0c} )0c (A.8)

where expression Equation A.3 has been used

Modal coordinates, {11}, def'med by {q}=[X]{¢l}, are now introduced. Here the

modal matrix, [X]-[ {x i }], is composed of the f'wst N m eigenvectors, {x i }, that have

been retained in the analysis. These eigenvectors and the corresponding natural

frequencies, COl2 are the non-trivial solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem,

Equation 5.36. EcLuation A.8 may then be transformed into the modal variables by pre-

multiplying by [X]'l and substituting {q}=[X]{TI} :

(A.9)

[x]T[ Mrr][X]{_} + [x]T( Krr ][X]{¢I}

= [X] T [ {Faer°} + {Fr°t} - ( [Mr0c] + [Mrr]{r0c} ) fJc ]

or, GM(i) [ _i + c0i2 Tii ] = FAERO(i) + FROT(i) - MRC(i) 0c

The generalized modal force due to aerodynamic loading,

foi rl'}FAERO(i) = HINGE Itx yf/_ERO z_RO mxAERO} -@i(r,3)q_i(r'2) dr

Oi(r,4)

(A.10a)

are the global axes components of thewhere fAxERO, fAyERO, and fAzERO

AERO
aerodynamic force per unit length, and m X is the aerodynamic moment per unit

length about an axis parallel to the X-axis and passing through the local elastic axis

FAERO(i), is approximated in RotorCRAFT via the discrete sum,
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FAERO(i) __.
11"

SHAPES(i,ir,2) }{DDIS(ir) TDIS(ir) MDIS(ir)} SHAPES(i,ir,3) (A.10b)
SHAPES(i,ir,4)

where, MDIS(ir)= QMDIS(ir)- TDIS(ir)*ELOFF(ir) and DDIS(ir), TDIS(ir), and
QMDIS(ir), are the arrays used in RotorCRAFr to store the drag, thrust, and pitching
moment of a chord segment at point, ir (see ReL39). ELOFF(ir) is the array used in
RotorCRAFr specifying the distance of the elastic axis behind the quarter chord point in
the global Y-direction at radial station ir . The modal force due to blade rotation,

FROT(i) = {xi}T {Frot } (A.lla)

Ifmode shapes are definedby theuser,then

FROT(i) = r=I_GE {_xOT fRyOT f_zOT mROT} "*i(r,3)*i(r'2) ,

*i(r,4)

dr

(A.11b)

where fI_xOT fRyOT,and _Z OT, are the global axes components of the force per unit

length due to blade rotation, and m_...TRn is the blade rotation twisting moment per unit

length about an axis parallel to X and coincident with the local elastic axis. Note here the

sign of Oi(r,3) which is due to the fact that the displacement, Oi(r,3)=-W, is in the

negative Z-direction. The quantity incorporating the inertial effects of cyclic pitch into the
modal equation,

MRC(i) = {xi}T( [Mr0c] + [Mrrl{r0c} ) (A.12a)

or, if mode shapes are input separately,

MRC(i) = r=..J.GE {- aG(r)rZ oG(r)rY G} -Oi(r,3) dr
Oi(r,4)

where oG

(A.12b)

and J_G have already been defined for Equation A.2b and the moment arms,

ry and rZ ,aredefined inEquations A.4.

Finallyby dividingthrough by GM(i) and normalizing the time by x--t/f_,one

obtainsthe modal equations:

1 f2 2 [FAERO(i) + FROT(i) MRC(i) 0c ] (A.13)'rli" + "-wq2 'rli -
GM(i)

where the normMized angularfrequency, _ = miA_ .
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APPENDIX B

ACCURACY OF MEASURED LOADING ON BLADE
SECTIONS IN TRANSONIC FLOW

Assessment of the overall predictive capability of the RotorCRAFT code has been
primarily based on comparisons of measured airloads with code predictions. These
airloads were obtained by measuring the pressures at discrete chordwise locations for a
specified radial station with pressure transducers and then integrating over the chord. As a
result of spatial constraints, these chordwise pressure transducer locations are often limited
to relatively small numbers (between five and eleven in a typical test, such as Ref. 44) and
it is the purpose of this limited study to estimate the error in airloads associated with
integrating these discrete pressures over the blade chord.

Transonic airfoil pressure distributions have been measured extensively on NACA
0012 airfoils in several carefully controlled tests (Ref. B-I). Characteristic of transonic
pressure distributions on this airfoil is a strong shock wave which leads to pressure
recovery on the airfoil as the flow approaches the trailing edge. Data is reproduced in
Figure B-1 which gives the measured pressure distribution at Mach .747 angle of attack of
about 3". This Math number and angle of attack were judged to be reasonably
representative of the blade operating condition at stations near the advancing tip of rotors in
high speed flight. Pressure taps used to obtain this data in Reference B-1 were on the
average, at a spacing of 3% of chord, much higher than is typically used in helicopter flight
or wind tunnel tests.

Since substantial use was made of the Sikorsky H-34 full-scale data, an estimate of
the error in computed airload was undertaken in an attempt to quantify what constitutes
acceptable data / rotorcraft airloads comparisons. Table B-1 below shows the chordwise
locations of pressure taps as a function of radial position on the blade. It is significant that
the tip of the blade is sparsely instrumented and that the highest chordwise resolution of
pressure is located at 85% of rotor radius.

Figure B-2 shows the results of integrating the pressure data of Figure B-1 as a
function of discretization of the load distribution. The error presented here is the deviation
of total sectional load computed with various discretizations of the chordwise load
distribution to the total load measured by the wind tunnel balance in Reference B-1. The
error denoted by plus signs results when the load is uniformly discretized in the chord
direction, while the triangular symbols denote the discretization resulting from the pressure
tap locations in Table B-1. Note that integration of the chordwise pressure distribution can
introduce significant errors in the sectional load. These errors will in general be greater still

for larger angle of attack or for higher Mach number. It is reasonably safe to conclude that

for higher Mach number data outboard of the 85% radial position, errors in excess of +
8% may exist in the integrated data.

Reference:

B-1. Thibert, J.J., Grandjacques, M. and Ohman, L.H.: "NACA 0012 Airfoil" AGARD-
AR-138, Report of the Fluid Dynamics Panel Working Group 4, May 1979.
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TABLE B-1

Locationof PressureTaps(Ref.44)
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